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Summary
In this thesis, the conformational response of DNA to cylindrical conne-
ment is explored by using Monte Carlo computer simulation. Two types of
DNA congurations are used in the present simulations. They are closed-
circular/supercoiled and linear congurations. First, the Monte Carlo com-
puter simulations were carried out to explore how the restriction of the
congurational degrees of freedom by a cylindrical potential, which mimics
connement in a nanochannel, alters certain structural properties of the
supercoil. The simulation results were used for interpretation of the emerg-
ing structure and energetics with the wormlike chain model, including the
eects of the hard wall, charge, elasticity, and congurational entropy.
The present simulation model was further employed to simulate a single
supercoiled DNA molecule in a dense solution simply by modeling a test
supercoiled DNA molecule conned within a cylindrical potential so as to
mimic an eective dense surroundings. The form factors obtained from the
simulations were compared with the form factors obtained from small an-
gle neutron scattering experiment in zero-average contrast condition, which
are freed from the complication by intermolecular interference. From the
combination of scattering experiments and computer simulations, the in-
terduplex distance of supercoiled DNA will then be derived and discussed,
in terms of screened electrostatics and molecular interaction.
The conformation of a linear DNA chain in the transition range between
the deection and blob regimes was explored by using the cooperativity
model. In this range, the conned chain is neither in the full deection
v
vi SUMMARY
conformation, nor a series of blobs representation. Hairpins are expected
to form along the chain due to thermal uctuations. The two-parameter
cooperativity model was applied to describe the hairpin formations in term
of S-loop formations and its growth along the chain. The cooperativity
model was then compared with Monte Carlo computer simulation in order
to study the transition regime in a quantitative and systematic way.
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DNA in nanoconnement is where a DNA molecule connes inside a re-
stricted nanoscale geometry structure. Advances in nanofabrication have
made it possible to fabricate such geometry structures like nanochannels
with the cross-sectional diameter on the order of tens to hundreds of nanome-
ters which are comparable to connement in biology. Realization of single
DNA molecule studies using nanochannel can further provide our under-
standing of the machinery of life such as DNA packaging in viruses, DNA
segregation in bacteria, DNA replication, gene regulation and other biolog-
ical processes. On the other hand, DNA molecule conned in nanochannel
serves as an excellent model in polymer physics studies. From technological
side, it assists in the development of a better genome analysis platform.
Studying DNA in nanoconnement via computer experiments can further
provide the insight to improve the simple theories as well as experiments
that may lead to technology growth. In this chapter, a short review on the
deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) is given, followed by a brief literature review
on research areas of supercoiling and linear DNA conned in a tube-like
nanoconnement. Last but not least, the chapter is concluded by elucidat-
ing the research objectives.
1
2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
1.2 Introduction
1.2.1 About DNA
The bio-macromolecule DNA was rst discovered by Johann Friedrich Mi-
escher in 1869, based on experiments conducted on the chemical composition
of leukocytes [1]. 75 years later, Oswald Avery and his team had experi-
mentally shown that DNA is a carrier of genetic information [1, 2]. In 1952,
it was further conrmed by Alfred Hershey and Martha Chase that DNA
itself is the genetic material [1]. Then in 1953, James D. Watson and Fran-
cis Crick successfully resolved the chemical structure of the DNA according
to X-ray diraction results by Rosalind Franklin and Raymond Gosling. In
fact, they knew in advance from Erwin Charga that DNA bases must exist
in pairs [1, 3]. Due to their discovery of the double-helix DNA model, ma-
jor advancements have been made in the establishment of the foundation
of modern molecular biology, leading to an upsurge in new experimental
discoveries and techniques over the last half-century. This model has not
only satised the known physical and chemical properties of DNA, but it
also revealed how DNA itself plays a role in the biological functions such as
replication, transcription and translation [4].
Essentially, the DNA molecule consists of two polynucleotide chains spi-
raled around an imaginary axis to form a double-helix. A polynucleotide
chain is made up of repeated units, called nucleotides, where each nucleotide
consists of a sugar (2'-deoxyribose) group, a phosphate group, and one of
the four heterocyclic nitrogenous bases. The latter consists of 2 purine bases
(adenine (A) and guanine (G)) and 2 pyrimidines (thymine (T) and cytosine
(C)). In the double-stranded helical form, DNA can still exist in dierent
congurations. The earliest conguration was discovered by Watson and
Crick, known as the B-form (B-DNA) [4]. The B-DNA is a right-handed
double-helical conformation, where the strands are spiraled around each
other along the helical axis in a clockwise fashion away from the observer.
The double strands are held or stabilized by hydrogen bonds between com-
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plementary bases A and T or C and G, as well as by van der Waals inter-
actions between the stacked bases. Each turn of the helix consists of 10
base pairs (bp). The helix has a distance of 3.4 nm repeated between each
successive turn. It has a width of 2.0 nm and the bases are perpendicular
to the helical axis [4]. For other congurations such as A-DNA and Z-DNA,
the reader is referred to these references [4, 5, 6].
In nature, DNA usually exists in the B-form. Interestingly, it tends
to stay in a compact form even though its full elongated length may be
several centimeters, depending on the organism. For instance, for cells of
the eukaryotic organisms (such as animals, plants, fungi, and protists), the
DNA compacts into a few nanometers by wrapping around each histone
core twice, forming a string of wrapped histone cores known as nucleosomes
which make up the 10 nm chromatin ber. At higher salt concentrations,
the 10 nm chromatin ber can further be coiled into the 30 nm chromatin
ber via DNA supercoiling. The 30 nm ber will eventually condense into
chromosomes during prophase of cell division [7].
Another intriguing formation of double-helical DNA is its structure as
a closed-circular loop. It can be found in prokaryotic cells and viruses
such as polyoma viruses. Such a closed-circular loop structure was rst
discovered in the early 1960s by groups of scientists who were studying the
polyoma viruses [8, 9]. They found that the double-helical DNA molecule
has to twist itself, before it can be merged at both ends of the molecule
via phosphodiester bonding in order to form a closed-circular molecule.
Furthermore, it reveals the 3D tertiary structure of DNA where its helical
axis can also be coiled even though it is topologically restricted. This higher-
order structure was similarly recognized in the 1960s by Vinograd and his
group, and was given the name supercoiling (i.e., coiling of a coil) [10, 11].
The importance of the supercoiling structure can be seen in many biological
processes such as the replication and transcription of DNA, the formation of
protein complexes and altered primary structures such as cruciforms [12, 13].
The way the DNA molecule packs itself in a living cell has posed an
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interesting problem in evolution. Yet, it is critical to elucidate the behaviour
of DNA in vivo, due to various biomolecules (including DNA present in the
cell) having a signicant combined cellular volume fraction of between 20%
and 40% [14, 15]. To understand such a complex system, DNA experiments
are carried out in in vitro manner [14, 15]. This allows quantitative and
systematic studies to be carried out on molecular crowding eects imposed
on the structure, stabilities and functions of DNA with cosolutes and/or
dierent ionic strengths as well as in various micro- and nanouidic devices
[16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22]. The cosolutes used in the experiments, for
instance, can either be polysaccharides, polyethylene glycol (PEG), proteins
or a mixture of them. The DNA samples used in in vitro experiments are
always puried and exist in a homogeneous and dilute solution [14, 15].
On the other hand, such studies can also be performed by using computer
simulation as an experimental tool. The simulation results can be gauged
with available experimental results and theories [23, 24, 25, 26].
1.3 Literature Review
1.3.1 Supercoiling
Closed-circular DNA usually exists in a supercoiled conguration, whereby
the duplex is wound around another part of the same molecule to form a
higher order helix. These DNA molecules are mostly found to be negatively
supercoiled in nature [4, 13], which means that the supercoil is twisting in
the opposite direction to the turns of the double helix (i.e., anticlockwise).
The 3D tertiary structure is determined by topological and geometrical
properties, such as degree of interwinding (given by the writhe quantity)
and the number of interwound branches (see Figure 1.1). The topologi-
cal restriction sets the physical extent of the molecule and determines its
excluded volume.
Supercoiling is also reported to be a major compaction mode for DNA
in a liquid crystal [27, 28, 29], the nucleoid of bacterial cells [30] or synthetic
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Figure 1.1: Tertiary structure of supercoiled DNA (superhelix). (a) Regu-
lar/linear plectoneme with radius of r, pitch p and opening angle . The
dash-line is the axis of superhelical axis where the double-helix itself follows
a helical path around this axis. Cyan color rectangular square indicates
the crossing in the plectoneme. The writhe, Wr is the number of signed
crossings of the duplex averaged over all possible views. For regular plec-
toneme, Wr has a simple analytical form given asWr =  n sin() [12]. (b)
Branched plectoneme and the branch point is the bifurcation point of the
superhelical axis as shown.
gene transfer vectors [31]. Essentially, supercoiled DNA has to decrease its
physical extent by a change in tertiary structure in order to be accommo-
dated in a congested state such as in a nanochannel or in a strong nematic
eld. It has been argued that segments of the duplex start to ripple with
a wavelength (deection length) less than the bending persistence length
(see Figure 1.2(a)) [32]. The rippling is similar to the undulation of a linear
wormlike polymer conned in a narrow nanochannel [16, 33, 34, 35]. The
structure of pUC18 plasmid (2686 base-pairs) dispersed in salt solutions has
been measured with small angle neutron scattering (SANS) [28, 29, 36, 37].
With increasing DNA concentration, prior and covering the transition to
the liquid crystalline phase, the supercoil was observed to decrease its in-
terduplex distance as well as its excluded volume by becoming more tightly
interwound with a change in elastic twisting rather than bending energy
(see Figure 1.2(b)). It should be noted that the interduplex distance is the
average distance between the opposing duplexes in the supercoil. It was also
discovered that such a distance decreases with increasing salt concentration.







Figure 1.2: Envision of two possible scenarios for a plectoneme under crowd-
ing eect. (a) supercoil exhibits the so-called ripple transition if the deec-
tion length def becomes smaller than the plectomenic pitch p. (b) supercoil
gets more tightly interwound with concurrent decrease in plectonemic radius
r and increase in elastic twisting energy.
The SANS experiments by [28],[29] and [36] may be compromised by the
contribution to the scattering from inter-DNA interference, especially those
involving samples with higher plasmid and lower salt concentrations. Inter-
DNA interference may obscure the information on the conformation, but it
may be eliminated by performing SANS experiments in the condition of zero
average DNA contrast. Previously, the zero average contrast method has
been applied successfully to investigate the structure of synthetic polyelec-
trolytes [38, 39] but has never been applied on DNA molecules, until a recent
study was concluded with this method on the crowding eect among DNA
molecules together with computer simulation as highlighted in [37]. In the
condition of zero average contrast, the inter-DNA interference is expected to
be eectively suppressed. Therefore, the scattering is directly proportional
to the single molecule scattering function (i.e. the form factor), irrespective
the DNA concentration [38, 39, 40].
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Besides theoretical analysis based on statistical thermodynamics [12, 13,
41], information about the tertiary structure can be obtained from computer
simulation. Monte Carlo and Brownian Dynamics computer simulations
have demonstrated the eects of ionic strength and/or protein binding on
the structure of the supercoil [23, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49]. Most
early work concerned the static and dynamical properties of single molecules
without considering the eects of an external potential. An exception is
the Monte Carlo simulation study by Fujimoto and Schurr, which showed
that the connement of a supercoiled DNA molecule to a plane greatly
changes its tertiary structure [50]. Other relevant studies reported recently
are highlighted in [51], [52], [53] and [54].
1.3.2 Linear DNA in nano-connement
Nanoconnement is a procedure that connes the biomolecules such as DNA
molecules within a restricted structure, for example, a nanochannel or a
nanopore [55]. In the procedure, the entire DNA molecule is expected to
experience the same connement force, allowing a uniformly extended con-
guration and at the same time lowering its entropy. Advances in nanofabri-
cation techniques and incorporation with existing biological techniques have
made nanoconnement a promising tool for studying single DNA molecules.
The results of DNA in nanoconnement are also invaluable for the devel-
opment of a better genome analysis platform [20, 55, 56] as well as the
understanding of biological processes such as DNA packaging in viruses or
segregation of DNA in bacteria [57, 58]. Other applications of nanocon-
nement include gene mapping, separating DNA molecules, identication
of protein-DNA interaction and properties study of other species of single
biomolecules under dierent conditions [55, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64]. The
following review focuses on work done using tube-like connements such
as rectangular nanochannels, and will cover the following aspects: theory,
computer simulation and experiment.
The conformation of a wormlike chain in a nanochannel is determined
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by the chain persistence length Lp, width of the chain w, unconned radius
of gyration Rg of the chain, and the cross-sectional diameter of the channel
Dtube. It should be noted that Dtube may be the diameter of the tube or the
geometric average of the channel size for a rectangular cross-section. The
relative extension Lk=Lc is the stretch of the molecule along the direction of
the tube divided by its contour length. Due to the interplay of the various
length scales, regimes are established along the curve of relative extension
Lk=Lc as a function of Dtube=Lp. Odijk's deection and Daoud and de
Gennes's blob regimes are the two extreme regimes originally proposed (see
Figure 1.3) [33, 65]. In the deection regime (i.e., Dtube < Lp), the chain is
undulating since it is deected by the walls. As a result of the undulation
with deection length def  D2=3tubeL1=3p , Lk=Lc is reduced with respect to its
fully stretched value of unity according to Ldk=Lc = 1  c (Dtube=Lp)2=3 with
c = 0:1701 for a circular cross-section [66]. In the range of L2p=w < Dtube <
Rg, the chain is in the blob regime [67] where the chain statistics is described
as a linearly packed array of sub-coils (blobs). The relative extension is
given by the scaling law Lbk=Lc / (Dtube=Lp) 2=3. In fact, the exponential
value of  2=3 corresponds to the Flory value of 3=5 for the condition of
good solvent/swollen chain [6]. Li et al. obtained a better Flory value of
0:5877  0:0006 by performing a high precision Monte Carlo simulation,
based on a well-known three dimensional self-avoiding walk (SAW) of a
polymer molecule in a good solvent [68]. This value was in good agreement
with renormalization-group (RG) estimates [68]. The derivation of these
two classical regimes can be found in Appendix A.
In the transition regime between deection and blob regimes, the situ-
ation is less clear. Several attempts have been reported to bridge the gap.
For the chain to cross-over from the blob regime, the blob size reduces such
that the volume interaction energy per blob becomes less than thermal en-
ergy kBT . This results in modied or the same scaling of Lk=Lc with Dtube,
depending on the presumed chain statistics within the blob [18, 25]. On
the other hand, for the cross-over from the deection regime, it has been
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proposed that the chain performs a one-dimensional random walk through
the formation of back-folded hairpin conformations [67, 69]. This theory
was found to give a huge discrepancy based on the simulation results of
Wang et al., and therefore presently inconclusive [25].
 












Lp 2Lp LP2/ w R g 
Dtube 
L || /L c 
Figure 1.3: A relative extension curve as a function of channel diameter.
Dierent regimes are dened along the curve, and only cartoons of the poly-
mer's behaviour in the channel for the classical regimes are shown. Before
the transition to bulk, there are two extreme regimes known as classcial
regimes: Odijk's deection regime and Daoud and de Gennes's blob regime.
In the deection regime, the polymer is undulating in the channel. While in
blob regime, the polymer in the channel is forming a linearly packed array
of sub-coils (isometric blobs as indicated by the dash circles). The regime
that divides the classical regimes is denoted as the transition regime.
Computer simulations have been used to examine the conformation and
dynamics of DNA in connement. Most reported studies were based on
coarse-grained models such as bead-spring model, o-lattice model, DNA
primitive model and other models [70, 26, 71, 72]. Essentially, all real chain
models have a bending potential energy and a hard-sphere interaction po-
tential, as well as an external potential to mimic the eect of connement,
for instance, hard-wall interaction. However, additional potential terms
may be involved such as electrostatic interaction, van der Waals interaction
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and stretching energy [72, 70, 25, 71] so that a test polymer chain can be
closely modeled after a specic polymer chain of interest. Many simula-
tions of DNA in tube-like connement were focused on the extension of a
single DNA as a function of the diameter of the channel Dtube with dierent
chain lengths, bending rigidity and chain widths [25, 70, 71, 73, 74, 75].
Qualitatively, extension proles obtained via simulation are in agreement
with experimental data. Under strong connement Dtube  Lp, it was well
predicted by deection theory. Nevertheless, tting exponents related to
scaling theory on the relative extension prole are still inconclusive due to
the nite chain length used in the simulation [25].
The rst experiment on DNA in nanochannel was carried out by Guo et
al. in 2004. The equilibrium extension of the individual DNA was observed
to increase with decreasing channel size. However, no comparsion was made
between extension results and existing theories [76]. Later, a systematic
study on the extension of DNA was performed by Tegenfeldt et al. [77]
where in the experiment, nanochannel of the size 100 200 nm was used to
conne a -DNA concatemer. It was discovered that the extension of DNA
scales linearly with its contour length and was well-predicted by the blob
theory.
Reisner et al. measured the extension of DNA molecule as a function
of the mean diameter of the channel, ranging from 30 { 400 nm [16]. -
phage and T2 DNA dyed with YOYO-1 were used in their experiment,
and their extension measurements were found to be in good agreement
with the prediction of deection theory for Dtube < 2Lp. For Dtube > 2Lp,
the experimental data were well-tted to a function D 0:85tube , however the
exponent value was smaller than the exponent value predicted by the blob
theory, i.e.,  2=3. Subsequently, Reisner et al. reported the ionic eects
on the extension of  DNA [17] where three channels with the average
diameter of about 50, 100 and 200 nm were used. The ionic strength in the
range of 4 300 mM were tuned by changing the TBE buer concentration.
For larger channels, the results of relative extension as a function of ionic
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strength were in good agreement with the scaling relation of blob theory
with Onsager excluded volume, i.e., Ljj=Lc ' (weffLp)1=3=D2=3 where weff
is the eective width of the DNA and the factor ((weffLp)
1=3) describes
the ionic strength dependence of the relative extension. Surprisingly, their
results of 50 nm nanochannel were not in agreement with the prediction
made by deection theory where theory overestimated the experiment data.
Another study was also reported by Reisner and colleagues, which used the
tapered nanochannels to probe the single DNA molecule as well as circular
charomid DNA [35]. It was found that the extension of the circular charomid
DNA scales accordingly to the de Gennes exponent. For linear DNA, the
exponent obtained is still similar to the work previously done[16].
Zhang et al. performed measurements on the extensions of T4-DNA
conned in rectangular PDMS channels with the depth of 300 nm and a
width of 150 { 300 nm [18]. The buer ionic strength was varied between
0.3 { 35 mM. The DNA extension was found to increase with decreasing ionic
strength, where the experimental result was interpreted by their modied
version of the `blob theory', to account for the eects of charge for a polymer
in a good solvent and also for nite chain segments within a blob [18]. They
concluded that the DNA extension with decreasing ionic strength is mainly
caused by the increase of Lp as the excluded volume eect is insignicant
due to the relatively small number of statistical segments within each blob.
Jo et al. observed that at very low ionic strengths the DNA extension
is almost approaching its contour length, even though the DNA is conned
in a wider nanochannel [20]. Besides experiment, they also performed com-
puter simulation by using a `primitive DNA model' within a nanochannel.
The simulation results were used to evaluate their experimental results as
well as deection theory. Overall, reasonable agreements among experi-
ment, computer simulation and theory were demonstrated. Recently, more
simulation results were reported by them using the same simulation model
[71]. Their analysis showed that folding events in the middle of DNA chain
are still signicant even though both chain ends are mainly responsible for
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local folding of the DNA molecule which covers a region of  0.5 m. They
also claimed that they have observed the transition regime as classied by
Wang et al. [25].
On the other hand, Su and colleagues reported the thermal uctuations
of the internal segments of a DNA molecule conned in a nanochannel where
the channel width ranges from 50 to 100 nm [56]. In the experiment, three
types of linear DNA were used together with dye-labeled (Alexa-546) nu-
cleotides, i.e., -DNA ( 16:5 m), T4 DNA ( 56:4 m), and bacterial
articial chromosome (BAC) human DNA clones ( 61:2 m). For chan-
nel widths on the order of 100 nm, they found that folded structures of
the length 150 { 250 nm are separated by an interval of  10 m dur-
ing the transition between deection and blob regimes. Other works which
are not reviewed here but worth mentioning due to their contributions in
nanochannel research are listed in [59, 78, 79, 80, 81].
1.4 Research Objectives
The following is a summary of the research objectives which are specically
covered in this thesis:
(a) To explore the extent to which supercoiled DNA becomes more tightly
interwound and/or rippled when it is compacted in a congested state. A
similar approach by [50] is adapted to the present work to explore how
the restriction of the congurational degrees of freedom by a cylindrical
potential, which mimics connement in a nanochannel, alters certain
structural properties of the supercoil. For this purpose, Monte Carlo
computer simulations were carried out to interpret the emerging struc-
ture and energetics with the wormlike chain model, including the eects
of the hard wall, charge, elasticity, and congurational entropy.
(b) To interpret the result of small angle neutron scattering experiments
done by Dr. Zhu Xiaoying, with Monte Carlo computer simulations in
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a quantitative manner. The experiment was performed under zero aver-
age DNA contrast using pre-deuterated plasmids, so that the scattering
intensity is directly proportional to the single DNA molecule scatter-
ing function (i.e. the form factor) without complications by the inter-
molecular interference. The measured form factors could be interpreted
reliably with Monte Carlo computer simulations, since it is feasible to
simulate a single DNA molecule in a dense solution simply by model-
ing a test DNA molecule conned within a cylindrical potential. From
the combination of scattering experiments and computer simulations,
the interduplex distance of supercoiled DNA will then be derived and
discussed, in terms of screened electrostatics and molecular interaction.
(c) To seek the conformation of the DNA chain in the transition range be-
tween the deection and blob regime, by using the cooperativity model.
In this range the conned chain is neither in the full deection confor-
mation, nor a series of blobs representation. Hairpins are expected to
form along the chain due to thermal uctuations. The two-parameter
cooperativity model is applied to describe the hairpin formations in
term of S-loop formations and its growth along the chain. In order
to study the transition regime in a quantitative and systematic way,
the cooperativity model is then compared with Monte Carlo computer
simulations.
A comprehensive study of these three topics is elucidated and discussed
in chapters 3, 4 and 5, respectively. The methodology of each topic can
be found in each chapter under the section \Simulation Protocol". Finally,
chapter 6 reviews and concludes the thesis, with a brief discussion on pos-





The importance of computer simulation in the advancement of science is
discussed in the introduction. A brief review is then addressed on some basic
features of thermodynamics and statistical methods which are useful when
devising simulation methods and interpreting simulation results. Besides
that, a description on the standard simulation methods are reviewed in
term of their formalism, advantages and limitations. Last but not least, the
benchmarking of the pseudo-random number generator employed and the
eciency of the simulation algorithms are demonstrated to illustrate the
reliability of the simulations conducted.
2.2 Introduction
Computer simulation is a computer program which is designed to simulate
the behaviour of a real physical system via a simplied complex model. It
generates a vast amount of data that need to be statistically analyzed in
order to gain insight into the system. To validate and improve the simpli-
ed complex model used, simulation results are then gauged with available
experimental and theoretical results. Computer simulations further allow
us to test the validity of the unsolvable theoretical models with experi-
15
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mental results. While waiting for technological breakthrough to realize an
experiment, computer simulation can also be used to test available theories.
Hence, the approach of using computer simulation has led to a new perspec-
tive in the traditional way of modern science advancement, which typically
involves the interplay between experimental results and analytical theories
(see Figure 2.1). With rapidly increasing computer technology, more com-
plicated complex model systems can be realized by computer simulation to
allow more subtle comparisons to be made.
Figure 2.1: The Trend of Modern Science Advancement which involves
the interplay between computer simulations, theoretical models and experiments
(Diagram redrawn from reference [82]).
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2.3 A Brief Review on Statistical Mechanics
In microscopic simulation, one always generates a vast amount of data that
represent an ensemble. An ensemble is a collection of a large number of
identical systems under the same thermodynamic constraints (or xed con-
ditions) [83]. Those identical systems are in dierent microscopic states.
A microscopic state (or microstate) represents a particular internal con-
guration of a system, for instance, the positions and momenta for every
particle in the system. Furthermore, each microscopic state of the system
is completely specied as a point in phase space. A phase space is a math-
ematical space where its dimensions are dened by the number of degrees
of freedom that a system has. A group of microscopic states with the same
values of macroscopic variables such as energy level, pressure, etc., denes
a macroscopic state (or macrostate). To gain insight on the macroscopic
properties of a physical system, data analysis is carried out on the ensemble
by statistical means. Such statistical tools are known as Statistical Physics
(also known as Statistical Mechanics). The ensuing review is only focused
on the equilibrium statistical physics for classical systems which is related
to the present work.
Before proceeding further, the thermodynamic constraints involved in a
physical system of interest must rst be identied. This will lead us to apply
the appropriate statistical physics formalism during the data analysis. Here,
the most practical combinations of thermodynamic constraints which can
be imposed on physical systems are introduced. Each combination yields
the ensuing ensemble [82]:
 Microcanonical ensemble ( NV E ) is a collection of systems with
xed number of particles N , volume V and total energy E or NV E
for short. Note that such a system is an isolated system.
 Canonical ensemble ( NV T ) is a collection of systems with xed
number of particles N , volume V and temperature T . The system is
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a closed system because it allows energy exchange but not particles
with its surroundings.
 Isobaric Isothermal ensemble ( NPT ) is a collection of systems with
xed number of particles N , pressure P and temperature T . The sys-
tem volume V can uctuate by exchanging volume with its surround-
ings, for instance, a system with a movable boundaries. Furthermore,
energy exchange between the system and its surroundings is allowed.
This type of system is still a closed system.
 Grand canonical ensemble ( V T ) is a collection of systems with
xed chemical potential , volume V and temperature T . Since the
system is capable of exchanging both energy E and paritcles N with
its surroundings, it is dened as an open system.
Essentially, the distribution of the system within an ensemble is reasonably
well approximated by the Boltzmann distribution law [82]. Based on the
Boltzmann distribution law, the general expression of the partition function







where H is the system Hamiltonian and the Boltzmann constant is denoted
by kB. Each exponential term in the partition function is basically the
Boltzmann factor. In fact, the partition function, Q represents all the in-
formation about the system in equilibrium. Its calculation usually becomes
more and more challenging as the size of the system increases, and even
using a computer to estimate it can be a mammoth task. In principle, once
the partition function is estimated, one can determine the probability of
any particular state of the system, thermal average of macroscopic observ-
ables and some thermodynamic quantities related to the system such as free
energy, internal energy, and entropy [83]. In the following we will briey
review these relationships:
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which is equivalent to \the ratio of the number of outcomes in an
exhaustive set of equally likely outcomes that produce a given event
to the total number of possible outcomes" [84]. Clearly, the partition
function is equivalent to the total number of possible outcomes. Since
Monte Carlo method is an excellent method for estimating probabili-
ties, we can take advantages of this property in evaluating the results
such as the thermal average of macroscopic observables at equilibrium
[83].












Similarly, the thermal average of the square of the macroscopic ob-












The mean square uctuation of observable A is then given by
hA2i = hA2i   hAi2 (2.5)
and is equal to variance of A for large system [83].
 In a physical system, the capacity of the system to do work under cer-
tain conditions is measured by the free energy, F . It can be computed
by using the following equation
F =  kBT lnQ; (2.6)
provided the partition function, Q is known. In computer simulations,
one often yields the free energy landscape indirectly by processing the
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ensembles produced using the umbrella sampling method [83, 85]. The
free energy value is then obtained by determining the global minimum
of the landscape.
 Internal energy, U of a system can be estimated by appropriate dif-
ferentiation of Eq. (2.6) as shown below
U =  T 2@(F=T )
@T
(2.7)
However, most simulation methods do not generate the values of free
energy directly but yield instead the values of internal energy. Thus,
free energy dierence can be estimated by integration over the land-
scape of internal energy. This method is known as thermodynamic
integration. For further details, the reader is referred to the following
references [83, 85].
 In statistical physics, entropy is a quantity that measures the amount
of disorder in the system. Generally, it is dened by
S(E) = kB ln
(E) (2.8)
where 
(E) is the density of states. In systems where there are no
uctuations in volume V and number of particles N , entropy is related








 Some useful thermodynamical relations are given below:
F = U   TS (2.10)
H = U + PV (2.11)
G = H   TS (2.12)
where F , H and G are respectively the Helmholtz free energy, en-
thalpy and Gibbs free energy. These relationships are useful because
they allow us to compute other quantities which are very dicult to
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determine directly through simulation such as entropy and enthalpy.
Note that the implemention of these relationships are subjected to the
thermodynamic constraints (N; V; E; T ) [83].
As the last topic in this section, a brief review will be given for the
basic idea of ergodicity, which is very important in the study of computer
simulation. Ergodicity is based on the assumption that any dynamical tra-
jectory will explore all representative regions in phase space if sucient
time is given [86]. Hence, the density distribution of points in phase space
spanned by the trajectory will eventually converge to a stationary distri-
bution. Furthermore, a very important property of ergodicity states that
\the time averages along dynamical trajectories of an equilibrium system
are equivalent to phase space averages" [86]. It reects that tracing the
exact dynamics of the system is not really necessary if one is interested
in macroscopic properties, such as total energy, overall size of the poly-
mer, and others. As long as the points in phase space are suciently well
sampled, the averages of the macroscopic properties can be properly cal-
culated. Thus, one always replaces time averages with ensemble averages
(i.e. hAitime = hAiensemble) which is more convenient from a computational
point of view. Proving whether the simulation algorithm is fully ergodic
or not, however, is a very subjective and complicated matter which will
not be discussed here. Comprehensive discussions can be found in the lit-
erature [83, 86, 85]. In simulation practice, however, the ergodicity of the
system can be veried through reproducibility of the calculated thermody-
namic properties or reported results of macroscopic properties by running
the simulations with dierent initial conditions [86].
2.4 Methods of Computer Simulation
In this section, an overview of the typical standard methods for computer
simulation will be given. The overview will provide sucient background
that enables us to distinguish the dierences between various methods and
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have a better understanding on their individual strengths and limitations.
Those standard methods that will be reviewed are Molecular Dynamics
(MD), Brownian Dynamics (BD) and Monte Carlo (MC).
2.4.1 Molecular Dynamics
Molecular Dynamics (MD) is a powerful computational method which com-
putes the equilibrium and dynamical properties of many-body systems within
the framework of classical mechanics. The many-body system consists of a
bunch of atoms or molecules that make up a material such as a biological
or colloidal system. This method takes a complete approach by considering
all possible forces acting on each atom (or molecule) of the system without
the approximations inherent in sampling of probability distributions. Those
forces can be intra- and inter-molecular forces, diusive forces, and so on.
Let us consider a system consisting of N interacting atoms (or molecules)
where each atom (or molecule) experiences a total net force. The model of
the system is then given by a set of N coupled equations of motion. Since
N atoms (or molecules) are present in three spatial dimensions, there are
6N equations of motion that need to be solved by numerical integration.
The numerical method of choice is nite dierence of time. The solution of
the coupled equations of motion yields the trajectories that give the infor-
mation on the positions and momenta (velocities) of atoms (or molecules)
in the system. Hence, this illustrates the main principle of MD method.
Note that modeling microscopic system using classical mechanics in MD is
a reasonable approximation as long as the successive energy level of atom
(or molecule) involved is less than kBT where T is a xed temperature of
the system [86].
It is known that the computational time of MD scales less thanO(N2) for
an ecient algorithm of MD. The well-accepted ecient algorithm of MD
has been the Verlet algorithm with the implementation of Verlet's neigh-
borhood lists and potential cutos [83, 87, 88], and later further improved
to velocity-Verlet algorithm [83, 88]. However, as the size of the system is
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getting larger (i.e. N increases), the computational eort for solving the
equations of motion increases enormously. Evidently, no algorithm provides
an essentially exact solution. Even so, the main objective of MD is not to
nd the exact conguration of a system after a long time, but rather to
predict the thermodynamic properties as time averages and its dynamics
by computing the time correlation functions [86]. Note that there are com-
merically available MD softwares such as GROMACS, GROMOS, AMBER,
CHARMM and others. They do not cater to simulation problems beyond
their standard alogrithms. The best solution to this issue is to own a self-
written MD program so that the program can be fully manipulated, for
instance, to allow modication of the program to cater the problem being
studied.
2.4.2 Brownian Dynamics
Brownian Dynamics (BD) is a method to simulate the dynamics of particles
that experience Brownian motion. Note that the particles are either atoms
or molecules or beads that are linked to form a polymer chain [21, 46]. In
fact, BD is a special case of Langevin Dynamics (LD). Langevin Dynamics is
governed by the Langevin equation, which is a stochastic dierential equa-
tion [88]. The equation is simply Newton's Second Law of Motion taking
into the account the drag force, systematic interaction force and Brown-
ian force. The systematic interaction force is estimated from the particle
interaction potentials, for instance, any excluded volume interactions in-
volved in the system. The Brownian force is a random force and taken
from a random distribution. It must exhibit certain statistical properties so
that the dynamics of the system satises the uctuation-dissipation theo-
rem [88]. For a more realistic and self-consistent description of the system,
the hydrodynamics interaction term is introduced into the Langevin equa-
tion through the diusion tensor [89]. It is the interaction between solute
particles inuenced by the solvent.
In the model, the system considers only the presence of the solute par-
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ticles which experience the drag and random rebound associated with ther-
mal motions of the solvent particles. In other words, the solute particles
interact with a stochastic heat bath through random and dissipative forces.
The Langevin Dynamics reduces to Brownian Dynamics when the Langevin
equation is in its diusive limit. In this diusive limit, the motion is more
random and the inertia of the particle is neglected since its mass is small.
The latter results in the total force to be considered negligible [90]. Also,
the system is assumed to be in a high viscosity state such that the so-
lute in the system reorients continuously when in contact with the solvent.
Since the system is highly damped in this limit, the friction coecient in
the Langevin equation is set to a large value. Thus, the reduced Langevin
equation is solved by numerical integration using the nite dierence of
time method. Note that, it is a forward-in-time integration scheme, which
is contrary to MD [86]. Based on the ergodic hypothesis, the estimation
of a steady state property in BD is carried out by taking the time-average
of a single trajectory [90]. This saves a lot of time in estimating the time-
evolution of a property for a BD simulation.
Brownian Dynamics oers a better approach than Molecular Dynamics
when a larger separation in timescale is involved. Timescale separation
implies the situation where the motion of a certain type of particles in
the system occurs at much rapid times than other types [88]. When a
rapid process is not of interest, large separation in timescale introduces an
irrelevant complication that will slow down the simulation. For instance,
if MD method is applied in such a condition, small time steps are set to
synchronize with the rapid variations which results in a longer simulation
time. In conclusion, BD method provides an alternative approach to study
the system of interest that occurs at rapid time scales or larger separation
time scales.
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2.4.3 Monte Carlo Method
Monte Carlo (MC) method is known for its capability to generate a large
sample of information for a system of interest. It was rst developed in
mid-1940's by von Neumann, Ulam and Metropolis to study the neutron
diusion in ssionable materials. Later, this method was coined as \Monte
Carlo" in 1947 by Metropolis due to huge pseudorandom numbers being
used in this method [87]. Monte Carlo simulations based on the Metropolis
method [91] provides an alternative method to estimate ensemble average
in a simple manner without estimating the partition function directly us-
ing Monte Carlo sampling. This technique is called the Metropolis Monte
Carlo (MMC) method. Here, canonical ensembles will be the focus since
the systems of interest are all closed systems at xed N , V and T , and
furthermore, they are all classical systems.
The heart of Metropolis method is using the transition probability which
depends on the energy dierence between the current and preceding states
in order to generate a new state. The sequence of states generated imprints
the time passage that is foward-in-time but it is non-deterministic and is
called the `Monte Carlo time'. The `Monte Carlo time' is often referred as
the `Monte Carlo steps' or `Monte Carlo cycles' in the literature. If the
dynamical process of a model system exhibits a relaxational behaviour like
a stretched exponential behaviour [92], it is called the relaxation model. It
should be noted that some of these models may exhibit the true dynamics







[ pm(t)Wm!n   pn(t)Wn!m ] (2.13)
where pn(t) is the probability of the system being in state n at time t, and
Wk!l is the transition rate from the state k to the state l. The master
equation is assumed to govern the rate of change of population in each
microstate of the system in an acceptable manner. In equilibrium, both
the terms on the right-hand-side must be equal since @pn(t)=@t = 0. The
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resultant expression as shown below is known as detailed balance [83, 85]
pm(t)Wm!n = pn(t)Wn!m: (2.14)
At time t, the probability of the system in state n is given by pn(t) =
exp( En=kBT )=Q where the value of the congurational energy of the sys-
tem, En is calculated by using the model Hamiltonian of the system in state
n at a xed temperature T . As discussed previously, this probability is not
easy to compute or know exactly because the partition function is involved.
However, one can avoid this complication by generating a Markov chain of
states, i.e., each new state is generated directly from the previous state. By
















where E = En Em. After the elimination of partition function, the ratio
Wm!n=Wn!m is equal to the Boltzmann factor of the energy dierence
between the two states. Note that any transition rate is acceptable as long
as its detailed balance is satisifed. Thus, the ensuing criterion is the choice
given by Metropolis et al. [91]
Wm!n =
8<: exp(  EkBT ) E > 01 E  0: (2.16)
This criterion incorporated in Monte Carlo simulation allows a trial state
to be accepted or rejected according to probability. A trial state of the
system is generated from a trial move applied to previous state. A trial
move is a type of Monte Carlo move which is an unphysical move where
random numbers are used to perturb the previous state to become a trial
state before going through the criterion. According to Metropolis criterion,
the inspection procedure is carried out in the following way:
(a) Both the energies of the trial and previous states Enew and Eold respec-
tively, are estimated rst.
(b) If Enew is lower than Eold, that is, E = (Enew   Eold) < 0, the trial
state is accepted.
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(c) If Enew is greater than Eold, that is, E = (Enew Eold) > 0, the prob-
ability of acceptance of the trial state is then equal to the Boltzmann
factor, that is, exp( E=kBT ). In other words, a probability, ptrial
is drawn for the trial state using a pseudo-random number generator
ranging from 0 to 1 and compared with the estimated Boltzmann factor.
If ptrial is lower than exp( E=kBT ), then the trial state is accepted.
Otherwise, it is rejected.
Once the trial state is accepted, the information of the previous state such
as its conguration and total energy are replaced by the trial state. If the
trial state is rejected the information of the previous state remains. The
procedure will keep repeating itself until a desired ensemble is produced. In
a typical MC simulation, if the initial state of the system is not far from
equilibrium, it will undergo a short relaxation time towards equilibrium.
When the system reaches equilibrium, the macroscopic properties simply
show thermodynamic uctuations. There are a lot of ways to accelerate the
relaxation time and to verify the equilibration of an ensemble. They can
be found in the following references [83, 85]. Statistical averages are only
carried out on the equilibrated macroscopic properties simply by arithmetic
averages over the entire sample of states which are saved during the sim-
ulation. The latter is the most important aspect of MMC method where





=Nt with Nn and Nt are, respectively, the number of
congurations in state n and the nite number of congurations collected
for the ensemble [83].
There are a lot of dierent Monte Carlo schemes besides the standard
MC, for instance, Congurational-Biased MC (also known as Recoil-Growth
Algorithm), Pruned-Enriched-Rosenbluth Method (PERM), Dynamic MC
and so on. They are developed to study specic problems so that the system
can achieve equilibrium at a faster rate and its dynamics can be studied. An
excellent review on these subjects can be found in the following references
[83, 85, 86]. MC simulations are suitable in simulating coarse-grained model.
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The coarse-grained model is a model that ignores the ne details of the
system. In other words, the model describes the system at larger time
scales. It can model a system in two ways, that is, either a specic or a
generic system. In conclusion, Monte Carlo method may provide a better
representation of the physical attributes of the system if one wants a large
scale sampling that provide useful statistical properties [88]. Note that,
MC simulations discussed in this thesis are time-independent (static) MC
simulations based on the Metropolis criterion. This section ends with the
illustration of the main body of our MMC source code, as shown in Figure
2.2.
2.5 Benchmarking
In this section, the reliability of random number generator applied in the
simulations is demonstrated according to some standard tests and a well-
established practical test. A description of the computational eciency
of the algorithm used is also addressed here which is based on the time
complexity test of an algorithm.
2.5.1 Random Number Generator
Monte Carlo methods are known to be heavily dependent on the production
of sequences of random numbers in an ecient and fast manner. Note
that the random numbers mentioned are referring to the pseudo-random
numbers. The random number sequences generated by the generator should
be uniform, uncorrelated and have a very long period before the random
number sequences repeat over again [83]. Over the decades, the use of
Monte Carlo simulations in many areas of science has eventually come to
a resolution that the practitioner needs to nd a suitable random number
generator to match the algorithm and computer for optimum performance
and accuracy of the simulations. As stated by Landau and Binder ([83],
p33):
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Indeed the resolution of Monte Carlo studies has now advanced
to the point where no generator can be considered to be com-
pletely safe for use with a new simulation algorithm on a new
problem.
Therefore, the reliability of the selected random number generator has to
be examined before it can be used in any Monte Carlo studies. To carry out
the quality test on the selected random number generator, a large number of
random numbers need to be generated by the generator rst. The following
are some of the standard quality test protocols as reviewed by Landau and
Binder ([83], p36):
 Uniformity Test: Divide the interval between zero and one into a
large number of small intervals (or bins) and then the uniformity in
the number of random number entries in each bin is inspected.
 Parking lot Test: A typical plot of points in 2-dimensional space
where the coordinates of each point (x,y) are determined by successive
pairs of the generated random numbers. Then visual inspection for
regular structures in the plot is carried out.
In the Monte Carlo simulations, the subroutine of ran2 is adopted from
the source highlighted in [93]. It is an algorithm of a random number gen-
erator that returns a uniform random deviate between 0.0 and 1.0. In fact,
it is the random number generator of L'Ecuyer with Bays-Durham shue
method in order to break up the serial correlations eect. Also, safeguard
features are added to make sure no oating-point numbers overow. Ac-
cording to the reference [93], the period of this generator is more than
2:0 1018.
To begin with the quality test for ran2, a few sets of 10 million random
numbers are generated with dierent seed numbers by using ran2. The seed
numbers are 2,  3,  5 and 10. For parking lot test, the rst 1 million out
of 10 million random numbers generated are plotted for each seed number
so that visual inspection for regular structures can be performed. Since
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Table 2.1: Quantifying the Uniformity Tests for the sets of random
numbers using dierent seed numbers. For each seed, hMUT i is dened as the
average uctuation of the bin height for a normalized histogram with 100 bins in
total ranging from 0 to 1, followed by its standard deviation, UT .
no regular structures were observed in all the plots (see Figures. 2.3 and
2.4), each set of random numbers was expected to be uncorrelated within
the period of the generator. The second quality test was the uniformity
test where a histogram was produced using a set of 10 million random
numbers. The total number of bins in each histogram was set to 100 which
corresponds to a range of 0 to 1. The histogram distribution should look
similar to a rectangle distribution if it has a uniform attribute. Evidently, all
the histograms generated have reasonably good uniform quality (see Figure
2.5 and Table 2.1). Thus, ran2 can be considered as a reliable random
number generator at this point of testing.
Beyond the standard tests, a practical test is carried out to further
validate the quality of ran2. In this case, the practical test is a Monte
Carlo study of a random ight chain. This chain is the simplest model of
a polymer. It omits all the interactions between the chain segments except
the chemical bonds connecting them. This model is also known as an ideal
chain or freely-jointed chain. Even though, it is an unrealistic model of
a polymer chain, it is still very useful as its physical properties can be
evaluated theoretically. Listed below are the well-known physical quantities
derived from the random ight chain model that characterize the overall
size of a polymer chain:
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 mean square end-to-end distance, hR2ei
hR2ei = Nl2b (2.17)








where N is the number of monomers in the chain and the length of a
monomer is denoted by lb. The sampling quality in MC method is then
justied by using the MC simulation result to predict the above relation-
ships, that is, Eqs. (2.17) and (2.18). Note that, for simplicity, lb is set
equal to 1 in the simulations. As shown in Figure 2.6, the theoretical slope
of each relationship is well predicted by the simulation result. The curve
that ts each simulation data was obtained by using the standard linear
least square (LLS) method. In LLS method, the value of y-intercept was
set to zero and the slope of the curve as well as its standard error were then
computed. As a result, hR2ei = (1:00:3)Nl2b and hR2gi = (0:1670:03)Nl2b ,
with each value of the slope is presented together with its standard error.
The goodness of tting, r2fit values were respectively equal to 0:99999 and
0:99992. In both cases, the data were well tted with the curve because
r2fit = 1 indicates a perfect t. In conclusion, the standard tests as well
as the practical test have provided the condence to apply the ran2 ran-
dom number generator algorithm in subsequent studies in this thesis. It is
worth noting that further benchmark tests are always carried out rst to
inspect the reliability of any new algorithm and simulation result for new
case studies.
2.5.2 Computational Eciency
Basically, a Monte Carlo cycle for a standard Monte Carlo algorithm has
a computation time O(N2) for a system of size N provided that the com-
putation time for evaluating the value of each potential energy term in the
Big O notation here provides an upper bound on the growth rate of the function
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given model Hamiltonian which describes the system is O(N). As the size
of the system, N increases, the simulation computation time is increased
in the order of N2. Thus, it poses a challenge that needs to be overcome
rst before the actual simulation jobs are carried out. The challenge is how
to speed up the simulation run. This involves the use of high-performance
computing which is a subject by itself and will be briey discussed accord-
ingly to the case as required for this thesis.
By studying the Monte Carlo algorithm carefully, the algorithm can be
further optimized. The approach is to calculate the small changes of each
potential energy term for a new conguration of the system generated by a
trial move. Thus, recalculating all the energy terms in each potential energy
term is prevented. Such implementation is known to reduce the computation
time of a Monte Carlo cycle to O(N) if initially from O(N2). This method
is often applied in computer simulation. The reader is advised to refer to
Eq. (3.10) which is the model Hamiltonian of closed-circular DNA in section
3.3.1, so that the following discussion may be easily followed. Note that, the
model Hamiltonian of linear DNA in bulk phase as discussed here is similar
to the closed-circular DNA with twisting energy term omitted. Each trial
move for linear DNA in bulk phase was a small random displacement on each
vertex, and there were N of such trial moves in one Monte Carlo cycle. For
a Monte Carlo cycle, both stretching and bending potential energy terms
have the computation time of O(N2). While, a cuto distance of 20 nm
was applied in the calculation of interaction potential energy term which
gave a computation time of O(N2:6) for a Monte Carlo cycle. Thus, the
Monte Carlo algorithm for linear DNA in bulk phase has a computation
time of O(N2:6). When the above optimization procedure was implemented
into the algorithm, the computation time now becomes O(N1:6) instead of
O(N2:6) (see Figure 2.7(a)). For the case of linear DNA conned in the tube,
the optimized code is obtained by using the above optimization method on
two types of trial moves being applied in one Monte Carlo cycle, i.e., a
small random displacement on each vertex (Type I move) and a random
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displacement that translates the whole molecule in transverse direction of
conning potential (Type II move) after N Type I moves.
With the current technology of multi-processors in a core as well as
C/Fortran compiler provided by Intel, the speedupy of the algorithm can
be further improved. This can be done by evoking the vectorizationz mode
in Intel compiler during the compilation of the source code. Thus, the
simulation run is speeded up by roughly a factor of 2 which is illustrated
in Figure 2.7(b). For instance, an hour run of the program compiled using
GNU compiler will become half an hour run of the program compiled using
Intel compiler with vectorization mode.
It should be noted that types of trial moves being applied in linear DNA
cases are same the for closed-circular DNA. However, the achievement of the
speedup for closed-circular DNA simulation in a tube is not so great com-
pared to linear DNA simulation in a tube. It can be observed by comparing
the Figure 2.7(c) with Figure 2.7(f). This is due to the computation time
for evaluating the writhe, Wr to estimate the twisting energy is O(N2) as
compared to other energy terms. Therefore, the Monte Carlo simulation in
this case as shown in Figure 2.7(d) gives computation time O(N3) instead
of O(N2). By applying the same optimization trick on the evaluation of
Wr in one Monte Carlo cycle, the computation time of the twisting en-
ergy reduce to O(N). Clearly, the computation time for the Monte Carlo
run has further reduced to O(N2) as depicted in Figure 2.7(d). Again, the
source code is going through the vectorization processes during the com-
pilation, in order to further speedup the simulation run for closed-circular
DNA in bulk phase as well as in the tube (as shown in Figures 2.7(e))
and 2.7(f), respectively). Note that benchmarking for other external poten-
tials used in subsequent studies of DNA is not performed, as it is already
well-understood by this stage regarding improvements to the computational
eort of any given external potential according to the standard optimization
ySpeedup is dened as the execution time of the sequential algorithm divided by
parallel algorithm
zVectorization (also known as multi-threading) is one of the parallelization methods.
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mentioned previously.
Future considerations to further speed up the simulation for a very large
system has also been considered. There is an intention to parallelize the
sequential code with the available resources. It is foreseen that Open Multi-
Processing (OpenMP) programming is the best choice compared to Message
Passing Interface (MPI) programming. The reason is that the nature of
the Monte Carlo algorithm is more suitable for shared memory than dis-
tributed computing. Other than that, modications on the sequential code
using OpenMP are a smaller hassle as compared to rewriting a whole new
parallel code using MPI. CUDA programming can also be an alternative
tool, together with the NVIDIA double precision Graphics Processing Unit
(GPU) card which also uses the shared memory parallelization method.
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//---------------------------------------------------------------------
// Monte Carlo Method - optimize
  for(imc=1;imc<=mcstep;++imc){
    // TYPE I: Motion in free space
    for(imove=0;imove<NMAX;++imove){
      pnew[0]=p[imove][0]; pnew[1]=p[imove][1]; pnew[2]=p[imove][2];
      // Compute old energy
      deOld=ePartial(imove,pnew,p); 
      deSold=deStretch; deBold=deBend; deIold=deInt; deCold=deConf;
      // to determine delta x, y and z  
      delx=(ran2(dvar)-0.5)*dpmax;
      dely=(ran2(dvar)-0.5)*dpmax;
      delz=(ran2(dvar)-0.5)*dpmax;
      // to shift the selected vertex
      pnew[0]=p[imove][0]+delx;   pnew[1]=p[imove][1]+dely;  pnew[2]=p[imove][2]+delz;
      // Compute new energy
      deNew=ePartial(imove,pnew,p); dE=deNew-deOld;
      deSnew=deStretch; deBnew=deBend;  deInew=deInt; deCnew=deConf;
      eSnew=eSold+(deSnew-deSold); eBnew=eBold+(deBnew-deBold);
      eInew=eIold+(deInew-deIold); eCnew=eCold+(deCnew-deCold);      
      eNew=eOld+dE;
      // METROPOLIS Method - Free Space
      if(dE<75.0){        
        if( (dE<0.0)||(exp(-dE) > ran2(dvar)) ){
          eOld+=dE;
          eSold=eSnew; eBold=eBnew; eIold=eInew; eCold=eCnew;
          p[imove][0]=pnew[0];  p[imove][1]=pnew[1];  p[imove][2]=pnew[2];
          naccept+=1; 
        }        
      }
      ntrial+=1;     
      // Acceptence RATIO - motion in free space
      if((ntrial%nadjust)==0){ 
        ratio=(double) naccept/(double) nadjust;
        if(ratio > percentage) dpmax*=1.05;
        else dpmax*=0.95;
        naccept=0; ntrial=0;
      }      
    } // TYPE I LOOP END 
    //-----------------------------------------------------------------
    // TYPE II: Motion in confined space                          
    delxc=(ran2(dvar)-0.5)*dxymax;  delyc=(ran2(dvar)-0.5)*dxymax; 
    for(icmove=0;icmove<NMAX;++icmove){ 
      pxy[icmove][0]=p[icmove][0]+delxc;                                    
      pxy[icmove][1]=p[icmove][1]+delyc;
    }
    // Compute new energy
    eCnew=eConfPot(pxy);  dE=eCnew-eCold;
    // Metropolis Method - Confinement
    if(dE<75.0){        
      if( (dE<0.0)||(exp(-dE) > ran2(dvar)) ){
        for(icmove=0;icmove<NMAX;++icmove){
          p[icmove][0]=pxy[icmove][0];                                    
          p[icmove][1]=pxy[icmove][1];
        }
        eOld+=dE; eCold=eCnew;
        ncAccept+=1; 
      }
    }   
    ncTrial+=1;
    // Acceptence RATIO - motion in confined space
    if((ncTrial%ncAdjust)==0){ 
       ratio=(double) ncAccept/(double) ncAdjust;
       if(ratio > percentageC) dxymax*=1.05;
       else dxymax*=0.95;
       ncAccept=0; ncTrial=0;
    }      
    // TYPE II END 
    //-----------------------------------------------------------------
Figure 2.2: Main body of our MMC algorithm. In the source code,
two types of trial moves were implemented followed by their corresponding
Metropolis method and acceptance ratio [87].
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Figure 2.3: Plot rn+1 versus rn for parking lot test (cont:). From top gure
to bottom: seed number =  2 and  3.
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Figure 2.4: Plot rn+1 versus rn for parking lot test. From top gure to
bottom: seed number =  5 and  10.
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Figure 2.5: Normalized Histogram Plot for uniformity test. From bottom
to top: seed number =  2,  3,  5 and  10. The data sets are shifted along the
y-axis with an incremental constant.
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Figure 2.6: The graph of hR2ei and hR2gi versus Nl2b are respectively located
at the top and bottom in the gure. The symbol and curve are the simu-
lation data and linear curve tting to data, respectively. The information
of each curve tting such as the slope and its uncertainty, and r2fit can be
found in inserted table of each graph as \Adj. R-Square". Note that the
error bars for both graphs are small and not visible in the plots.










































































Figure 2.7: Benchmarking the Algorithm by analyzing dierent tc versus
N plots where tc is the computation time. Note that only 1000000 Monte Carlo
cycles with recording the conformation for every 1000 Monte Carlo cycles were
carried out in each simulation. (a) Both computation times of non-optimized
(
a
) and optimized (
`
) LDNA program in bulk phase are compared. Note that
both programs are compiled using the default mode of gcc compiler. (b) The
computation time of optimized LDNA program in (a) is further compared for the
case where the same program is compiled using vectorization mode of icc compiler
(). (c) Similar to (b) but now the optimized LDNA program is LDNA in a
tube where  marker is the default gcc compilation mode and  marker is the
vectorization icc compilation mode. Figures (d), (e) and (f) are respectively
similar to (a), (b) and (c) with LDNA becomes CCDNA, gcc becomes f95, and
icc becomes ifort. Each set of points was tted to a curve which generally taking
the form of tc  N . The tting curves in (a) blue: tc  0:039N2:6, red: tc 
0:35N1:6; (b) blue: tc  0:14N1:6, red: see red in (a); (c) blue: tc  0:364N1:6,
red: tc  0:16N1:6; (d) blue: tc  0:0103N3:0, red: tc  0:095N2:0; (e) blue:
tc  0:045N2:0, red: see red in (d); (f) blue: tc  0:083N2:0, red: tc  0:046N2:0.
Chapter 3
Supercoiled DNA in a
nanochannel
3.1 Synopsis
The primary aim of this project is to explore the extent to which supercoiled
DNA becomes more tightly interwound and/or rippled when it is compacted
within a restricted volume of certain geometrical shape such as a nanochan-
nel. For this purpose, Monte Carlo computer simulations are carried out to
study the conformation of supercoiled DNA conned in a cylindrical con-
nement. In the simulation, the closed-circular DNA molecule has a super-
helical density of around -0.05 and is bathed in a monovalent salt solution
with an ionic strength of 2, 10, or 150 mM. The cross-sectional diameter
of the cylindrical connement is varied in the range of 10 to 80 nm. The
conformational properties are characterized by the writhing number and
the distribution in the distance between the two opposing strands of the
superhelix. The simulation results are interpreted with theory based on the
wormlike chain model, including the eects of the connement, charge, elas-
ticity, and congurational entropy. It is found that the theory is reasonably
successful in predicting the structural response to the connement at the
local level of the diameter and pitch of the supercoil. Such studies maybe
important for many biological processes such as supercoiling facilitates DNA
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compaction, gene regulation and etc.
3.2 Theory: Wormlike Chain Model
The gist of the wormlike chain model is that the conformation of the su-
percoiled DNA molecule is a regular superhelix. On top of this structure,
uctuations are considered. Furthermore, the eects of the end loops of the
supercoil are neglected. In its original form, the theory includes a superpo-
sition of three contributions to the molecular free energy [6, 41, 94]. These
three contributions are the elastic bending and twisting energies of the du-
plex, the electrostatic interaction energy of the two opposing strands of the
superhelix, and an entropic term coming from the restriction in uctuations
in plectonemic radius and pitch due to the topological constraint. For a su-
percoil conned in a nanochannel, the interaction energy of the duplex with
the wall is also needed to be considered.








where the persistence lengths associated with bending and twisting of the
duplex are denoted by Lb and Lt, respectively. Note that we express all
(free) energies per unit contour length of the duplex Lc and thermal energy
kBT . The bending and twisting persistence lengths are the corresponding
elastic rigidity constants in units kBT . With the plectonemic radius rsc and




sc). The twist 
 exerted on
the duplex and the writheWr are related to the linking number decit Lk
according to

 = 2(Lk  Wr)/Lc: (3.2)
Wr is the number of signed crossings of the duplex averaged over all possible
views and characterizes the tertiary path [95]. In the case of a right-handed
plectoneme without end loops, the writhing number is related to the plec-
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tonemic radius and pitch according to
Wr =   pscLc




(Under physiological conditions, supercoiled DNA is right-handed with neg-
ative values of the linking number decit and writhing number).
For a charged chain, the bending persistence length is modied by the
electrostatic interaction. In the Odijk-Skolnick-Fixman model, it is given






The electrostatic persistence length has been derived in the Debye-Huckel
approximation by considering the electrostatic energy cost of bending a








The Bjerrum length is denoted by lB. eff and D are eective number
of charges per unit length and Debye screening length, respectively. For
the electrostatic interaction energy of the two opposing strands of the su-
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where  = p2sc/4r
2
sc. Note that the electrostatic interaction energy is renor-
malized for uctuation in rsc with amplitude dr. The third contribution
to the molecular free energy is of entropic origin. Besides radial displace-
ments, a given point on the supercoil exhibits longitudinal displacements of
the order of psc. For a superposition of these two uctuation modes, the
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The constant values cr and cp were obtained via empirical optimization
method [6] and was found to be cp = cr = 2
 8=3.
In the case of a supercoil conned in a nanochannel, the energy of inter-
action of the duplex with the wall has to be considered. Thus, a hard wall












where kcyl is a constant to be discussed below. Note that the interaction
energy with the wall has been renormalized for uctuation in the radius of
the supercoil up to and including second order with a second moment dr.
The central axis of the superhelix always coincides with the symmetry axis
of the potential and in the wormlike chain model lateral displacements of the
whole molecule are not considered. Furthermore, there is no connement
in the longitudinal direction along the tube of innite length.
The sum of the molecular free energy and the interaction energy with
the wall
Ftot = Felas + Felec + Fconf + Fcyl (3.9)
is then minimized with respect to the plectonemic radius rsc, the uctuation
in radius dr, and the plectonemic pitch psc. This was done by numerical
means with a multi-dimensional, non-linear Nelder Mead search algorithm
in MATLAB (Natick, MA). The resulting values of the structural parame-
ters, including Wr following from Eq. (3.3), and the various energy contri-
butions will be compared to the corresponding results obtained from Monte
Carlo computer simulation. For a free, unconstrained supercoil without
hard wall potential, the predictions of the wormlike chain model have been
reported to be in good agreement with experimental data for the plectone-
mic radius and writhing number as a function of the superhelical density
and ionic strength of the supporting medium [6, 94].
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3.3 Simulation Protocol
3.3.1 Closed-Circular DNA Model
At a particular temperature T , the three-dimensional global structure of a
closed-circular duplex DNA in a dilute solution (or bulk phase) is simply
modeled as an elastic chain of N vertices under thermal uctuations [49].
Each vertex is given by its vector position, ri where i = 1; 2; 3; :::; N and
rN+1 = r1 such that the closed-circular chain remains intact throughout
the simulation [49]. The bonds connecting the vertices are given by the
bond vectors, si = ri+1   ri and their tangent units are ti = si=jsij. Since
DNA is a semiexible polymer, the bonds are elastic with a stretching con-
stant ks, which results in an average bond length, hli and a contour length
of N hli. The bonds cannot bend or twist; the twisting and bending ex-
ibility are concentrated at the connection points, i.e., the vertices. The
vertices are electrostatically interacting since the DNA molecule in solution
is a polyelectrolyte molecule. Furthermore, the vertices are prohibited from
overlapping each other. Therefore, the model Hamiltonian (or the reduced
conguration energy) of a closed-circular DNA (CCDNA) conformation is
simply expressed by the Eq. (3.10) which consists of bond stretching, bend-



















V (jri   rjj) (3.10)
where ks, kb and kt are elastic constants for stretching bending and twisting,
respectively. The constant lb is the equilibrium bond length for the vertices.
The linking number decit of the CCDNA is denoted as Lk which basically
reects the degree of the deviation from the relaxed state. It is a conserved
quantity once both the ends of the DNA double helix are sealed to form a
CCDNA.Wr is the writhing number which is the number of signed crossings
of the duplex averaged over all possible views. Basically, it is given by the
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(dr2  dr1)  r12
jr12j3 : (3.11)
The numerical integration of Eq. (3.11) is the double sum gives O(N2)
computation time. As an alternative approach, the method devised by
Klenin and Langowski [47] is adopted in order to evaluate theWr in current
simulations. According to Klenin and Langowski, the Gauss double integral












mn=4 is the Gauss integral along the segments m and n. Even
though, Eq. (3.12) is a double sum formula, only aected terms in the
double sum of the writhing number which is due to the position of the
vertex before and after being displaced by a trial move are computed. Their
dierence are the small change in the writhing number which are added to
the previous writhing number to obtain the new writhing number for a new
conformation due to the trial move. Thus, it reduces the computation time
in calculating the writhing number to O(N). For further details of how to
evaluate 
mn=4, the reader may refer to Appendix B.
The interaction potential energy is given by the interaction of the ver-











where rij = jri   rjj and the DNA steric diameter is denoted as D. The
strength and range of the electrostatic interaction are determined by the
eective number of charges per vertex,  = eff hli and the Debye screening
length, D = (8lBcs)
  1
2 , respectively. cs is the ionic strength of monovalent
salt solution where the DNA is immersed in, and eff is the eective charges
of the polyelectrolyte DNA per unit length.
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3.3.2 CCDNA in a Cylindrical Connement
The model of CCDNA in the bulk phase is further extended to model a
test CCDNA in a cylindrical connement. The model Hamiltonian of this
new system is simply an external cylindrical potential energy term Hcyl
incorporated into the CCDNA Hamiltonian as shown below
HCCDNAcyl =kBT = HCCDNA(ri)=kBT +Hcyl=kBT: (3.14)
The adaptation of the plane connement model of Fujimoto and Shurr [50]
has led us to model the external potential of a cylindrical connement for









This potential, to a good approximation with minimal computational
diculties, represents hard wall repulsion. The variable i is the radial





i . The parameter cyl is determined by the size of the cylinder





so that the energy of a contact per vertex with the cylinder wall equals a
unit kBT . The radius of the cylinder/tube is denoted as rcyl (= Dtube=2).
The dimensionless parameter, c 2 [0; 1] in the potential controls the con-
nement strength applied on the system.
3.3.3 Types of Monte Carlo Moves
Essentially, the present simulation works consist of two dierent simulation
programs. Let programs A and B be programs that simulate a test CCDNA
in bulk phase and in a cylindrical connement, respectively. For the latter,
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two dierent types of Monte Carlo trial moves are applied which are similar
to the work of Fujimoto and Schurr [50]. The rst type of trial move (Type
I) is essentially applying a small random displacement on each vertex. The
second type of trial move (Type II) is a displacement that transfers the
whole molecule in the transverse direction of the conning potential. An
acceptance ratio of 50% is imposed on each type of trial move. In program A,
only Type I trial move is considered with the same acceptance ratio applied.
Note that, the result of program A can be reproducible by program B when
the connement strength is switched o, i.e., c is set to zero. Practically,
the Program A is used to simulate a test CCDNA in bulk phase instead of
using program B so as to save computational eort.
3.3.4 Parameter Values
In this section, the setting of the parameters for the present Monte Carlo
simulations are discussed. The elastic closed-circular chain of 150 vertices
was used to mimic a 1.3 kbp CCDNA molecule. Given the bond length
lb = 2:8 nm, the bonds connecting the vertices have a stretching constant ks
of 17.4 kBT , which results in an average bond length hli around 3.1 nm and
a contour length of about 465 nm for 2, 10 and 150 mM [46]. The linking
number decit Lk =  6, which corresponds to a superhelical density
(= Lk=Lk) =  0:044 for DNA in the B-form with a helical pitch,
p = 3:4 nm. Lk (= N hli =p) is the number of helical pitches for a relaxed
CCDNA. With the commonly used bare bending persistence length Lb = 50
nm, the corresponding bending elasticity constant, kb = L

b/hli = 16 kBT .
The elasticity constant for twisting of the duplex is not precisely known.
For weakly strained CCDNA, the experimental values of Ltp, as obtained
from uorescence depolarization anisotropy measurements, are around 50
nm (see Ref. [98] and references therein). Single molecule manipulation
experiments of linear DNA have given larger values for Ltp in the range
75-110 nm. The simulations were done with Ltp = 75 nm (kt = 1:5 kb); a
value which is often used in computational and theoretical work. The DNA
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steric diameter for the hard sphere interaction is set equal to the DNA
hydrodynamic diameter, that is, 2.4 nm [99]. Note that the potential in Eq.
(3.11) includes the short-range electrostatic repulsion and there is no need
to modify the bending persistence length. The eective number of charges
per vertex,  = 6:0, 8:4, and 30:5 are obtained by numerically solving
the non-linear Poisson-Boltzmann equation for a rodlike polyelectrolyte of
2:4 nm diameter (which is the DNA hydrodynamic diameter [99]) in 2,
10, and 150 mM of a monovalent salt with the Debye screening lengths
D = 6:8, 3:0, and 0:8 nm, respectively. The Bjerrum length, lB = 0:71 nm
is estimated by lB = e
2=(kBT ), where the solvent permittivity  is around
80.0 for aqueous medium (water) at room temperature (298 K) and e is the
elementary charge. The above mentioned parameter values are tabulated
in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: The parameter values used in the simulation of CCDNA in cylin-
drical connement
Parameters / ionic strength, cs 2 mM 10 mM 150 mM
Stretching elastic constant (in unit kBT ), ks 17.4 17.4 17.4
Eective point charges per vertex,  5.97 8.43 30.5
Debye screening length (in unit nm), D 1/0.14700 1/0.32870 1/1.29870
Parameters independent of ionic strength
Bjerrum length (in unit nm), lB 0.71
1.3 kbp DNA contour length (in unit nm), Lc 465 10
Bare DNA bend-persistence length (in unit nm), Lb 50:0
DNA twist-persistence length (in unit nm), Ltp 75.0
Linking number decit, Lk -6
DNA steric diameter (in unit nm), D 2.4
Bond length (in unit nm), lb 2.8
Average bond length (in unit nm), hli 3:1 2
Bending elastic constant (in unit kBT ), kb 50.0/3.1
Twisting elastic constant (in unit kBT ), kt 1.5 kb
Helical period of double stranded DNA (in unit nm), p 3.4
For each ionic strength, the simulation of the free supercoil with c = 0 is
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carried out. Subsequently, a series of simulations is done with progressively
smaller values of Dtube ranging from 80.0 to 10.0 nm. For each tube diame-
ter, the parameter c is incremented from 110 5 to 1 in 10 logarithmically
spaced steps in a way that allows the estimation of the free energy of con-
nement. These c values are 1:5 10 5, 6:0 10 5, 2:4 10 4, 9:6 10 4,
3:8410 3, 1:53610 2, 6:14410 2, 2:457610 1, 4:915210 1 and 1.0.
This procedure mimicks the transfer of the DNA molecule from solution into
the tube (see Section reversible work).
3.3.5 Benchmarking
The model Hamiltonian HCCDNAcyl is programmed in FORTRAN and exe-
cuted on Singapore's National Grid Pilot Platform (NGPP). A benchmark
on the present program is performed against the work of de Vries [49] for
a test CCDNA (N = 150;Lk =  6, and c = 0) in 150 mM of a mono-
valent salt. As shown in Table 3.2, the reduced average writhe hWri=Lk
is in excellent agreement with the work of de Vries as well as with previous
simulation results and experimental data [23, 42]. The average radius of
gyration is also in good agreement with the work of de Vries. In conclu-
sion, the reliability of the present source code is justied, and it provides
the necessary condence to proceed on for simulating a test CCDNA in the
tube. Additionally, a benchmark on the speedup of the program algorithm
is also carried out in order to improve the eciency of the program, thus the
computational time improves by a factor of 2. Further details are discussed
in Section 2.5.2.
3.3.6 Tests for Equilibration
For each tube diameter, the parameter c is incremented from 110 5 to 1 in
10 logarithmically spaced steps. This procedure mimicks the transfer of the
DNA molecule from solution into the tube [50]. The initial conformation is
always taken to be the equilibrated conformation pertaining to the previous
run.
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Table 3.2: Benchmarking: current simulation results against other available
simulation y and experimental  results
Results hWri=Lk hRgi
current simulation 0:72 0:05 45 6 nm
y de Vries [49] 0:71 0:01 42 2 nm
y Klenin et al. [42]  0:70
 Boles et al. (1990) see reference [23] 0:72 0:09
For equilibration test, the method A from the work of Fujimoto and
Schurr is adapted [50]. The test is carried out by monitoring the radius of
gyration, Rg of the CCDNA as what they have done. Based on their expe-
rience, the property of Rg equilibrated more slowly than other properties of
the CCDNA molecule, for instance, its writhe or energy. Similar situation
is observed while inspecting the equilibration properties of the CCDNA. It
is worth noting that all the properties are monitored such as writhe, indi-
vidual internal and external energies of the system, although Rg is given
the main priority.
The simulation is considered to have reached equilibrium when the radii
of gyration Rg of the DNA molecule pertaining to two consecutive runs with
a total of at least 2 106 cycles agreed within 95% condence level. For a
free supercoil in 10 mM monovalent salt, the convergence of Wr and Rg are
illustrated in Figure 3.1. Similar convergence is observed for the other ionic
strengths. For such a short CCDNA, a typical run for one tube diameter
and one ionic strength takes about 9 days.
3.3.7 Reversible Work
The reversible work or free energy of cylindrical connement, Fcyl is de-
ned as the work required to transfer a DNA from solution into the tube.
This method is also known as the thermodynamic integration. According
to Fujimoto and Schurr [50], the free energy Fcyl is given by
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Figure 3.1: Writhe (a) and radius of gyration (b) versus the number of
Monte Carlo cycles for a free supercoil immersed in 10 mM monovalent



















where HCCDNAcyl only depends on c via Hcyl. The lower and upper limits
of integration are chosen to be c = 1:5  10 5 and c = 1, respectively.
The value of lower limit corresponds to the simulation of CCDNA under
the weakest connement strength such that it approximates the bulk phase
simulation. The value of upper limit indicates that CCDNA under the
strongest connement strength in the simulation. The ensemble average is
calculated for each c and integrated numerically over c to yield Fcyl.
Note that the free energy is used for two work processes, work to restrict
DNA in the tube and work to translate the center of mass of the system to
the center of the tube.
3.4 Results & Discussion
Before proceeding further, one should bear in mind that there are important
dierences between the models employed in the theory and simulation. In
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Figure 3.2: Snapshots of equilibrated conformations taken after 2  106
Monte Carlo cycles.
the wormlike chain model, the conformation is assumed to be a superhelix
and end loop eects are neglected. The model employed in the simulation is
more realistic; there is no imposed helical structure (the interwound struc-
ture follows naturally), end loops are included, and the supercoil can branch
and form hairpins. Furthermore, the simulation includes moves of the whole
molecule in the transverse direction of the conning potential, which are not
considered in the wormlike chain model. Despite these dierences, it is of
interest to explore the extent to which the wormlike chain model is capable
of predicting the simulation results, because it may provide an ecient and
fast way to evaluate the eects of a conning potential on the structure of
the supercoil.
Typical snapshots of well-equilibrated structures are shown in Figure
3.2. In all cases, the DNA molecule takes a locally interwound conforma-
tion. At lower ionic strength and/or smaller tube diameters, the supercoil
is linearly packed inside the tube. At higher ionic strength and/or wider
tubes, the structure is less regular in the sense that the supercoil might
branch or form a hairpin. In a relatively narrow tube, the formation of
branch points or hairpins requires sharp bending of one or two DNA du-
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plexes which carries a relatively large bending energy of a few orders of
kBT . Connement in the tube suppresses branching and hairpin formation
for entropic reasons, because of the restriction in the degrees of freedom
pertaining to the conguration of the DNA molecule. Here, the eects of
connement on the long-range structure will not be pursued, but focus on
the local plectonemic structure in terms of the writhe Wr and diameter of
the supercoil Dsc = 2rsc.
For the interwound section of the supercoil, Wr has also been obtained
with the wormlike chain model by numerical minimization of the total en-
ergy Eq. (3.9) and the results are displayed in Figure 3.3. Overall, there is
excellent agreement between the simulation and theoretical results. The mi-
nor deviations observed at high ionic strength for the larger tube diameters
are related to branching and hairpin formation, which are not captured by
the wormlike chain model. With increasing Dtube, Wr rst increases after
which it levels o at a constant value determined by the ionic strength (note
that  Wr decreases with increasing Dtube). The limiting values of Wr for
large tube diameters agree with the values for the free DNA molecule with-
out tube have been checked. The range of the transition also depends on the
salt concentration, in the sense that Wr takes a constant value at smaller
tube diameters with increasing ionic strength. As it will be shown shortly,
the transition from a constant to an decreasing value of Wr is caused by
progressive squeezing of the supercoil once the tube diameter becomes less
than the diameter of the free supercoil. Noted that the limiting values of
Wr for small tube diameters do not become smaller than the linking number
decit Lk =  6. As shown by the decrease in Wr, the supercoil becomes
more tightly interwound with increasing ionic strength and/or increasing
connement by a smaller tube diameter.
To illustrate the squeezing of the supercoil by the conning potential,
the distance distribution function of the vertices is obtained. The results
for the lowest employed ionic strength of 2 mM are shown in Figure 3.4. In
the case of an ionic strength of 10 and 150 mM similar results are obtained
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Figure 3.3: Writhe versus tube diameter. The symbols and curves are
simulation and theoretical results, respectively. The ionic strengths are 150
(dashed, 4), 10 (dashed-dotted, ), and 2 (solid, O) mM.
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Figure 3.4: Inter-vertex distribution function. The tube diameters are in-
dicated in the gure (in units nm). Correlations over a distance scale less
than the bending persistence length (20 vertices) are excluded.
(not shown). In the calculation of the distribution function, 10 nearest
neighbors at each side of the vertex of reference are excluded. In this way,
correlations over a length scale on the order of the bending persistence
length are excluded. The position of the maximum then gives the most
probable diameter of the supercoil Dsc [36]. The results for Dsc are shown
in Figure 3.5, together with the predictions of the wormlike chain model
as obtained from the minimization of the total energy Eq. (3.9). Again,

















Figure 3.5: As is in Figure 3.3, but for the diameter of the supercoil. The
bars denote the standard deviation of the distance distribution function.
The dotted line demarcates Dsc = Dtube.
there is good agreement, but the simulation results for an ionic strength of
150 mM fall slightly below the mark set by the theory. Take note that the
dierences between the theoretical and simulation results are much smaller
than the widths of the distribution function. Furthermore, the widths agree
with the uctuation bandwidth dr following from the theory; the results of
which are, however, not shown.
With increasing tube diameter, the inter-vertex distribution function
broadens. Concurrently, the position of the maximum Dsc rst increases,
after which it levels o at a constant value depending on the ionic strength.
For the highest employed ionic strength, the small increase in Dsc, as pre-
dicted by theory, is not clearly seen in the simulation results due to limited
statistical accuracy. As in the case of Wr, the limiting values of Dsc for
large tube diameters agree with those of the free DNA molecule. The con-
ning potential has no signicant eect on Dsc as long as Dtube is much
larger than the diameter of the free molecule. For smaller tube diameters,
the supercoil is squeezed as shown by the decrease in Dsc with decreasing
values of Dtube. The transition from a constant to a decreasing value of
Dsc occurs in the same range of tube diameters as for the transition in the
writhe. It is observed that Dsc already starts to decrease when the value
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of Dtube is about twice the value of the plectonemic diameter pertaining to
the free supercoil. This is due to the cut-o of the spectrum of uctuation
in the radial direction imposed by the conning potential.
It is interesting to compare the present results with experimental data
that have been directly measured. Hammermann et al. investigated the di-
ameter of pUC18 plasmid (2686 bp) with a superhelical density  =  0:05
and dispersed in monovalent salt solutions with small angle neutron scatter-
ing (SANS) [36]. The present limiting values of Dsc for large tube diameters
and, in particular, the dependence on the ionic strength are in excellent
agreement. For the same plasmid, but with  =  0:03, and by using the
same methodology, the dependencies of Dsc and Wr on the density of DNA
have been reported by Zakharova et al. [28]. In 50 mM NaCl, the aver-
age value of Dsc is seen to decrease from 20 to 10 nm once the spacing
between the molecules is decreased from 39 to 13 nm. This decrease in Dsc
with increasing DNA density is in fair agreement with the results shown
in Figure 3.5. Zakharova et al. also reported a decrease in Wr with in-
creasing DNA concentration. This observation is in qualitative agreement
with the present results, because the simulation and theory clearly show
that the supercoil becomes more tightly interwound with increasing conne-
ment. With increasing DNA density, the experimental values ofWr become
however smaller than the linking number decit Lk. Such behavior is not
observed in the present simulations, neither predicted by the wormlike chain
model. This discrepancy is probably related to complications in the analysis
of the scattering data arising from intermolecular interference. More exper-
imental work in order to elucidate the conformation of supercoiled DNA in
a crowded and congested state is clearly called for.
The energetics of the connement, as obtained from the simulation as
well as the wormlike chain model, is shown in Figure 3.6. The stretching
energy of the vertices is not shown, because it is found constant, irrespective
the value of the tube diameter. All energies are per unit contour length and
represent relative changes from the energies pertaining to the free super-





















































































Figure 3.6: (a) Electrostatic energy per unit contour length versus tube
diameter. The curves and symbols are as in Figure 3.3. (b) As in (a), but
for the bending energy. (c) As in (a), but for the twisting energy. (d) As
in (a), but for the interaction energy with the wall. Note that the energies
represent changes from the respective values without the conning tube.
coil. The theoretical elastic bending and twisting energy contributions are
obtained from the corresponding terms in Eq. (3.1) and the values of the
structural parameters following from the minimization of the total energy
Eq. (3.9). In a similar way, the electrostatic energy and the energy of in-
teraction with the wall are obtained from Eqs. (3.6) and (3.8), respectively.
The relative changes and their dependencies on the ionic strength are over-
all well predicted by the wormlike chain model. At high ionic strength,
deviations in the bending energy and the interaction energy with the wall
are observed, but, again, this is related to branching and hairpin forma-
tion. With increasing connement, the electrostatic energy increases due
to the reduced inter-duplex distance. With increased ionic strength, the in-
crease in electrostatic energy becomes less pronounced, in accordance with
increased screening of Coulomb interaction. The elastic bending energy is
almost constant, which shows that sections of the DNA molecule do not
start to ripple with increasing connement. The elastic twisting energy de-
creases with decreasing tube diameter, because according to White's equa-
tion Lk = Wr + Tw the sum of the writhe Wr and total excess twist
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Tw = Lc
/2 exerted on the duplex is conserved [95]. With increasing
connement, more segments of the duplex are in close contact with the wall
and the corresponding interaction energy increases. The changes in elastic
twisting and wall interaction energies also depend on the ionic strength and
become vanishingly small at high salt concentration.
3.5 Conclusion
The structure and energetics of a supercoiled DNA molecule conned in
a cylindrical potential are analyzed both with theory based on statistical
thermodynamics as well as Monte Carlo computer simulation. The value
of the superhelical density around  0:05 is typical for plasmids in the cy-
toplasm of bacteria. Simulations are done for a molecule of 1:3 kbp, which
is large enough to exhibit long-range structural phenomena and, yet, small
enough to achieve signicant results within a reasonable time span. With
increasing connement, as set by a smaller tube diameter, the supercoil
becomes more tightly interwound and long-range structural features such
as branching and the formation of hairpins are progressively suppressed.
The electrostatic energy and the energy of interaction of the supercoil with
the wall increase, but the elastic twisting energy decreases. Connement
in a nanochannel or otherwise, such as in a strong nematic eld, hence re-
sults in a decrease of the absolute value of the twist exerted on the duplex,
which may have biological implications such as for the transcription, repli-
cation, and repair of the genome. The bending energy remains constant,
which indicates that the duplex does not ripple. In agreement with earlier
work, the supercoil also becomes more tightly interwound with increasing
salt concentration [36, 43, 44]. Despite the wormlike chain model has some
obvious deciencies, it is reasonably successful in predicting the structural
response to the connement at the local level of the plectonemic diameter
and pitch. The wormlike chain model can hence be condently used for
the analysis of experimental results involving the compaction of supercoiled
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DNA in a crowded and congested state, such as in a liquid crystal or a
gene delivery system [27, 28, 29, 31]. Lithographic methods to produce
nanochannels in cheap polymer-based biochips are progressively becoming
available [18, 100]. In our laboratories, the cross-sectional diameter of such
nanochannels is now being pushed below 80 nm and the study of topolog-
ically constrained, supercoiled DNA conned inside these nanochannels is
in progress [101].
It is interesting to compare the conformational response of an uncon-
strained, linear wormlike polymer and a topologically constrained, super-
coiled polymer in a cylindrical nanochannel. If the diameter of the tube
is smaller than the DNA persistence length of 50 nm, the linear polymer
will undulate inside the channel and will only bend when it bounces o
the wall. The deection length scales as def  D2/3tubeL1/3p and becomes
progressively shorter than the bending persistence length with smaller tube
diameter [33]. For the supercoiled molecule, sections of the duplex are ex-
pected to undulate if the deection length is shorter than the superhelical
pitch, i.e. for def < psc [32]. However, the present contribution shows
that with increasing connement the supercoil becomes more tightly inter-
wound with a concurrent decrease in superhelical diameter and pitch. With
a physiological value of the superhelical density around  0:05, the duplex
does not ripple and remains interwound, because the pitch is shorter than
and stays put with the deection length.
Chapter 4
A Quantitative Study: Simulation
with SANS Experiment
4.1 Synopsis
The primary aim in this project is to further extend the previous work to
study the DNA molecule in a dense solution, so that anticipating quanti-
tative studies can be made between the result of computer simulations and
small angle neutron scattering (SANS) experiments. The experiment on
small angle neutron scattering from pHSG298 plasmid (2675 base-pairs) is
carried out by fellow colleagues at their research facilities located at the
Institute Laue-Langevin (ILL), Grenoble, France. The physical quantity to
be gained from this experiment is the distance between the two opposing
duplexes (interduplex distance) in supercoiled DNA. This distance maybe
important for many biological processes such as supercoiling facilitates DNA
compaction, linking the juxtposed sites by protein bridges during gene regu-
lation, site-specic recombination and transactions of type II topoisomerases
[102]. The SANS experiment is performed under zero average DNA con-
trast using predeuterated plasmid so that the scattering intensity is directly
proportional to the single DNA molecule scattering function (i.e. the form
factor) without complicated by the intermolecular interference. The mea-
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sured form factors could be interpreted reliably with Monte Carlo computer
simulations since it is feasible to simulate a single DNA molecule in a dense
solution simply by modelling a test DNA molecule conned within a cylin-
drical potential. From the combination of scattering experiments and com-
puter simulations, the interduplex distance of supercoiled DNA will then
be derived and discussed in terms of screened electrostatics and molecular
interaction.
4.2 Theory of Small Angle Neutron Scattering
Scattering technique is one of the most invaluable techniques for analysis of
microscopic systems because it can provide quantitative studies that are far
beyond from direct human experience. This method has been widely uti-
lized in the eld of science and engineering. In fact, there is no fundamental
dierence between neutron- and light scattering; only their probing length
scales that dierentiates them. Note that the lower end of the probing length
scales of the light scattering is overlapping with the high end of the probing
length scales of neutron scattering. When samples involved are opaque sys-
tems such as micellar suspensions, light scattering measurements fail due to
multiple light-scattering complicates the scattering pattern. Thus, neutron
scattering provides a better alternative, although it is more intricate and
expensive than light scattering. In neutron scattering especially for study-
ing polymer systems, labelling of polymer by deuterium is often required.
Here, a general review of the theory of SANS which related to the present
work for characterizing DNA molecules in solution [40, 103] shall be given.
In SANS, a beam of white neutrons is generated by the cold source in
the nuclear reactor and channelled to bombard a targeted sample. White
neutrons are neutrons in a continuous range of energies. Along the way
before hitting the sample, the incident beam will go through a neutron
velocity selector in order to achieve a better beam of denite momentum
with smaller broadening. On average, the incoming beam has a wave vector
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 !qi . Even though neutrons are dicult to focus, the neutron beam can
be aligned by passing through a series of collimators which are in collision
path with the target. At the end of the collimation before bombarding the
sample, the size of the beam is set by the aperture. When the incident
beam hits the sample, some of the incident neutrons are scattered in all
directions by nuclei in the sample, while the rest transmit through easily
without being captured by the sample. The scattered neutron has a wave
vector  !qf and make an angle n with respect to the wave vector  !qi (see
Figure 4.1). Hence, n is the scattering angle. The detectors are placed at
certain distance in front of the sample to register those neutrons undergo
transmission as well as small scattering angle ranging between a few tenths
of degrees to a few degrees from forward/transmission direction (see Figure
4.1). The scattering vector,  !q (also known as the momentum transfer in
the literature) is dened as the dierence between incident and scattered








where  is the de Broglie wavelength of the neutron beam. In Eq. (4.1),
q quanties the lengths in the reciprocal space (nm 1). In other words,
very small values of q are required to probe large-scale structures within a
sample, and vice-versa. The value of q can be varied by changing either
scattering angle or wavelength or both. Typically, the range of q applied
in SANS experiment is around 0.02 to 3.0 nm 1 [104]. After the recording
of scattering intensity is completed, the scattering intensity prole can be
yielded by data reduction. From this prole, the information about the size,
shape and orientation of structures within a sample can be obtained.
The relationship between the scattering and structure is given by the
coherent component of the neutron scattering intensity. The coherent neu-
tron scattering intensity arises from interferences associated with the neu-
tron waves scattered elastically from the nuclei interfere at relatively large
distances. This gives the static structure factor, S(q). In fact, the to-
tal scattering intensity, I(q) consists of not only coherent component but
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Figure 4.1: Schematic diagram of the SANS experiment
also the incoherent component as well. The incoherent component arises
from the uncorrelated motion of individual nuclei only and forms a uniform
background signal to the scattering intensity. It does not contribute to the
structure factor since it carries no information about the spatial distribu-
tion within the sample even labelling is being applied, and will be removed
through data reduction. Since labelling is used in studying polymer systems,
the coherent scattering intensity under full contrast is given by
I(q) = Icoherent(q) = A C2  S(q) (4.2)
where A is a constant that can be obtained independently by appropriate
calibration of the instrument. The contrast factor, C is a function of the
dierence scattering lengths of deuterated and non-deuterated polymers in
the sample as well as their concentrations. The static structure factor, S(q)
can be generally expressed as sum of an intramolecular P (q) and an in-
termolecular H(q) components. As q is increased the intermolecular part
H(q) becomes progressively less important and the structure factor S(q)
asymptotically approaches the form factor P (q). In SANS experiments,
H(q) cannot be completely neglected and this complicates the interpreta-
tion of the full contrast scattering intensities. The eect of intermolecular
interference can however be eliminated by carrying out an experiment in
zero average contrast condition. With this approach, the intensity is then
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directly proportional to the form factor
IZAC(q) = A C2  P (q); (4.3)
irrespective to the concentration of the polymer studied in the sample. The
details of the contrast variation can be found in Appendix C.
4.3 Materials and Methods
4.3.1 Preparation of sample
Here a general summary is given for materials preparation since it was done
by collaborators from ILL and by Dr. Zhu Xiaoying and Dr. Amar Nath
Gupta. The plasmids from transformed bacterial cells are extracted and
characterized by using the gel electrophoresis. For the predeuterated cell
paste, it was prepared by our collaborators at ILL-EMBL Deuteration Lab-
oratory, Grenoble. The prepared samples are found to have a predominant
linking number decit, Lk of  9  3 which corresponds to a superheli-
cal density,  of  0:035. There is a small fraction (< 5%) of nicked DNA
(open circular DNA) in the samples. The NaCl concentrations of 4, 20,
and 100 mM are prepared for the experiment. Each concentration consists
of a 50% mixture of hydrogenated and predeuterated plasmid in 91% and
9% of heavy and light water, respectively, for zero average contrast. The
same NaCl concentrations are prepared for full contrast with a 50% mixture
of hydrogenated plasmid in light water. All sets are prepared with 4 or 2
(full contrast) concentrations ranging from 6 to 24 g of DNA/Litre. For
further details of the materials preparation and characterization, the reader
is referred to [37] by Zhu et al..
4.3.2 Neutron scattering
The SANS experiments are carried out using the D11 diractometer (see
Figure 4.2), situated on the cold source of the Institute Laue-Langevin,
Grenoble. This D11 diractometer is a xed-wavelength instrument where
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the q-range is xed by the sample-detector distance, Lsd once a value of
neutron beam wavelength is selected. For the experiments, a wavelength
of 0.6 nm with a 10% spread is selected and the distances between the
sample and the planar square multidetector, Lsd were 1.1, 4.0, and 13.5
m, respectively. This allows a momentum transfer range of 0.04 to 3 nm 1.
During the experiment, the temperature of our sample is 298 K and the total
counting times for all detectors are set approximately 2 hours per sample.
After completion of the experiment, data reduction is carried out on the
recorded scattering intensity which allows subtraction of background scat-
tering, sample transmission, and detector pixel eciency. The eciencies
of the detector pixels are determined by using the scattering of H2O. Note
that the absolute intensities are obtained by reference to the attenuated
direct beam.
Figure 4.2: Schematic diagram of the SANS diractometer, i.e., the instru-
ment D11 at Institute Laue-Langevin, Grenoble, France (gure supplied
courtesy of ILL).
Figure 4.3 shows the results after data reduction of the structure fac-
tors S (q) and form factors P (q) pertaining to the lowest and highest DNA
concentrations with various concentrations of salt. At smaller q values,
the intermolecular interference becomes increasingly important for samples
with higher DNA and/or lower salt concentration. This is indicated by an
increased suppression of S(q). Such suppression is not seen in P (q). In
the limit q ! 0, P (q) agrees with the number of nucleotides per plasmid
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N = 5350. Hence, this conrms the elimination of intermolecular interfer-
ence in zero average contrast condition. It is observed that the dierence
between S(q) and P (q) becomes vanishingly small as q is increased. This
is due to intermolecular interference becoming progressively less important
at smaller reciprocal lengths. All samples show signicant intermolecular
interference, even down to 6 g of DNA/L in 100 mM of NaCl. These results
show that intermolecular interference can only be neglected for even less
concentrated solutions with excess salt. Note that the eect of salt on S(q)
is minimal at high DNA concentration. This shows that the intermolecu-
lar interaction is mainly determined by the spatial extent of the plasmid
(excluded volume), rather than screened electrostatics. Further interpreta-
tion of S(q) is refrained, because no good models are available describing
intermolecular interaction of supercoiled DNA. The main focus is on P (q)
and, in particular, how information regarding the interduplex distance as a
function of salt and DNA concentration may be extracted.
4.4 Simulation Protocol
In this section, two external potentials will be elucidated with each being
incorporated into the DNA model followed by examining which of these is
a better model to study the SANS result. The parameter settings for the
simulations can be found in section 4.4.3. Reviews on types of MC moves
being implemented as well as test of equilibration for the MC simulations
are also addressed in this section.
4.4.1 Simulation Models
Following the notational details in section 3.3, the model Hamiltonian of a
closed-circular DNA (CCDNA) conformation in the bulk phase is given by

























































Figure 4.3: Form factor P (open symbols) and structure factor S (closed
symbols) versus momentum transfer q. The DNA concentrations are 6 (a)
and 24 g/L (b). The NaCl concentrations are indicated in mM. The solid
curves represent the form factor Pd pertaining to the duplex with a cross-
sectional radius of gyration rc = 0:8 nm. To avoid overlap, the data are















which consists of bond stretching, bending, twisting and interaction poten-
tial energy, respectively. For a test CCDNA molecule in a dense solution,
the inclusion of the eect of crowding in the simulation is non-trivial and
infeasible especially when more and lengthy molecules are considered within
the systems. For simplicity, the assumption made is that a test CCDNA
molecule is eectively conned in a cylindrical volume which is formed by
surrounding molecules. This situation is similar to connement in a straight
nanochannel, which has been reported in [51] and discussed in detail in chap-
ter 3. Thus, the model Hamiltonian of the system is given by Eq. (3.14)
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and fully expressed here:






where the radial coordinate is i. Note that this potential is a good approx-
imation for hard-wall repulsion without causing computational diculties.
The value of cyl depends on the size of the diameter of the cylindrical vol-
ume connement (see Section 3.3.2). It is chosen so that the energy of a
contact per vertex with the conning wall equals to a unit kBT .
Besides that, there is another suggestion that DNA molecules in dense
solutions should behave as if they are in a nematic environment. In other
words, the DNA molecules in the nematic environment tend to align them-
selves in the same direction with no positional ordering. Therefore, two
types of simulation models are carried out to see which model is able to give
a better quantitative study with the SANS experiment, especially, the quan-
titative information of the interduplex distance. To model a test CCDNA in
nematic environment, the cylindrical potential is replaced with a new exter-
nal potential that mimics the supercoils in a nematic environment, Hnem.








(1  (ti n^)2) (4.5)
where n^ and ti are the nematic director and the unit tangent of i-th segment,
respectively. The parameter kn is the strength of the nematic eld. It is re-
lated to the strength of the nematic coupling parameter,   by  =Lbp = kn= hli
where hli is the average bond length in the discrete model of the DNA. For
further details, the reader is referred to Appendix D. Note that the de-
scription of intermolecular interaction in both models is a simplication
and ignores other contributions, such as uctuation in DNA density and
possible interpenetration of the molecules.
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4.4.2 Types of Monte Carlo Moves
The present simulation works consist of two dierent simulation programs
since two dierent models are used. Programs B and C are programs that
simulate a test CCDNA in a cylindrical volume connement and in nematic
environment, respectively. In program B, two dierent types of Monte Carlo
trial moves are applied and similar to the work of Fujimoto and Schurr [50].
The rst type of trial move (Type I) is essentially applying a small random
displacement on each vertex. The second type of trial move (Type II) is a
displacement that transfers the whole molecule in the transverse direction
of the conning potential. An acceptance ratio of 50% is imposed on each
type of trial move. In program C, only Type I trial move is considered with
the same acceptance ratio applied. Note that, the result of CCDNA in the
bulk phase (which is the program A) can be reproduced by program B and
program C, respectively, when the connement and nematic strength are
switched o. In other words, i.e., c and kn are set to zero.
4.4.3 Parameter Values
In this section, the setting of the parameters for the present Monte Carlo
simulations are discussed. The elastic closed-circular chain of 293 vertices is
used to mimic a 2.67 kbp pHSG28 plasmid. Given the bond length lb = 2:8
nm, the bonds connecting the vertices have a stretching constant ks of 20,
23, and 25 kBT , which results in an average bond length hli around 3.1
nm and a contour length of about 910 nm for 4, 20 and 100 mM, respec-
tively. For the sake of quantitative study, the stretching constants ks is ne
tuned to give a better average bond length as well as its contour length
with smaller deviations. The linking number decit Lk =  9, which cor-
responds with a superhelical density (= Lk=Lk) =  0:035 for DNA in
the B-form with a helical pitch, p = 3:4 nm. The inspection is done on an
increase in Lk from  9 to  4, revealed that it has a negligible eect on
the derived values of interduplex distance within the range of the conne-
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ment size/diameter of the cylindrical volume studied. Lk (= N hli =p) is
the number of helical pitches for a relaxed CCDNA. With the commonly
used bare bending persistence length Lb = 50 nm, the corresponding bend-
ing elasticity constant, kb = L

b/hli = 16 kBT . The elasticity constant for
twisting of the duplex is not precisely known. For weakly strained CCDNA,
the experimental values of Ltp, as obtained from uorescence depolarization
anisotropy measurements, are around 50 nm (see Ref. [98] and references
therein), therefore, the simulations are done with Ltp = 50 nm (kt = 1:0 kb).
The DNA steric diameter for the hardsphere interaction is set equal to the
DNA hydrodynamic diameter, that is, 2.4 nm [99]. Note that the interac-
tion potential includes the short-range electrostatic repulsion and there is
no need to modify the bending persistence length. The eective number
of charges per vertex,  = 6:7, 10:3, and 22:3 are obtained by numeri-
cally solving the non-linear Poisson-Boltzmann equation for a rodlike poly-
electrolyte of 2:4 nm diameter (which is the DNA hydrodynamic diameter
[99]) in 4, 20, and 100 mM of a monovalent salt with the Debye screening
lengths D = 4:81, 2:15, and 0:96 nm, respectively. The Bjerrum length,
lB = e
2=(kBT ) = 0:71 nm where the solvent permittivity,  is around 80.0
for aqueous medium (water) at room temperature (298 K) and e is the el-
ementary charge. The above mentioned parameter values is tabulated in
Table 4.1.
For each ionic strength, the simulation of the free supercoil (c = 0) is
initially carried out with a regular ring as the initial conformation. Subse-
quently, a series of simulations is done with progressively smaller values of
Dcyl ranging from 40.0 to 7.0 nm where Dcyl is the diameter of the cylin-
drical volume. The initial conformation for the currrent conning size is
always taken to be the equilibrated conformation pertaining to the previous
run where its connement size is larger than the current one. Note that
the parameter c is set to 1.0 for each simulation in conning potential,
so as to ease the adjustment of the connement strength to match internal
conditions of the sample, which in fact is a mammoth task. In the case
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Table 4.1: The parameter values used in the simulation of CCDNA in cylin-
drical connement as well as in nematic eld.
Parameters / ionic strength, cs 4 mM 20 mM 100 mM
Stretching elastic constant (in unit kBT ), ks 20.0 23.0 25.0
Eective point charges per vertex,  6.71540 10.30430 22.35410
Debye screening length (in unit nm), D 1=0:20790 1=0:46488 1=1:03950
Parameters independent of ionic strength
Bjerrum length (in unit nm), lB 0.71
Number of beads to form a chain of 2.7 kbp DNA, N 293
2.7 kbp DNA contour length (in unit nm), Lc 910 3
Bare DNA bend-persistence length (in unit nm), Lb 50.0
DNA twist-persistence length (in unit nm), Ltp 50.0
Linking number decit, Lk -4 and -9
DNA steric diameter (in unit nm), D 2.4
Bond length (in unit nm), lb 2.8
Average bond length (in unit nm), hli 3:10 0:01
Bending elastic constant (in unit kBT ), kb L
b
p /hli = 50:0=3:10
Twisting elastic constant (in unit kBT ), kt 1.0 kb
Helical period of double stranded DNA (in unit nm), p 3.4
of supercoil in nematic eld, all the parameters setting in HCCDNA are the
same as supercoil in cylindrical volume connement (see Table 4.1) except
only Lk =  9 is implemented. Again, the simulation of the free super-
coil with kn = 0 is initially carried out for each ionic strength. The initial
conformation is a regular ring. Subsequently, a series of simulations is done
with progressively smaller values of kn ranging from 18.6 to 0.93. Note that,
the kn range is equivalent to the values of   from 300 to 15. In the cur-
rrent nematic strength, the initial conformation is always taken to be the
equilibrated conformation pertaining to the previous run.
4.4.4 Benchmarking
All the simulations are executed on a cluster of 3.0 GHz Xeon 2 dual core
processors at NUS Computer Centre. Based on the model HCCDNAcyl , the
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simulation can be considered a success in elucidating the theory of super-
coiled DNA. Hence, this can be served as a good benchmark result and will
not be reported again over here since the details can be found in Chapter 3.
Besides that, a quantitative benchmark on open-circular DNA in the bulk
phase is provided and illustrated in Figure 4.4. The open-circular DNA is
selected because of its simple structure and can be easily identied via the
characterization protocol compared to the CCDNA with certain Lk. In
the simulation, Lk of a test CCDNA is set to zero as to mimic an open-
circular DNA. In Figure 4.4, the present simulation result is compared with
the experimental result of small angle light scattering (SALS) at dierent
ionic strengths. All the experimental data are found within one standard de-
viation range of the simulation data. Since both data are in good agreement
within 7%, this validates the reliability of the simulation model HCCDNA.
The SALS experimental data and procedure are provided by Dr. Amar
Nath Gupta [105]. To avoid clutter, the details of the SALS experimental
procedure and the simulation protocol for the quantitative benchmark are
elucidated in Appendix E.
















Figure 4.4: Radii of gyration, Rg of open-circular DNA (in unit nm) versus
ionic strength, cs (in unit mM). Radii of gyration from SALS measurements
and simulation are given by open symbols and closed symbols, respectively.
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Figure 4.5: Typical snapshots of well-equilibrated strcuture of DNA
molecule in dierent strengths of nematic environment as well as ionic
strengths.
Next, a quick inspection on both HCCDNAcyl and H
CCDNA
nem model will be
demonstrated, so that a model that is more appropriate for making a quan-
titative study with the SANS experiment can be selected. Both models are
programmed in FORTRAN and the source code for nematic model is just a
modication from the cylindrical connement source code. For each model,
a series of simulations is carried out with the ionic strengths of 4, 20 and
100 mM. The range of the width connement volume and nematic strengths
applied in the simulations can be found in section 4.4.3. It is known that
our cylindrical model ignores long range structural eects such as overall
exibility and branching of the superhelical axis [51].
For the nematic model, the test DNA molecule is able to align in the
direction of nematic eld as expected according to its strength (see Figure
4.5). The nematic director of the eld is set exactly in the direction of z-axis
in this case. Besides the alignment, the model did capture the unwinding of
the supercoil which results in a more relaxed DNA conformation as nematic
strength increases (see Figure 4.5). The unwinding eect is quantitatively
reected by the reduction of the number of negative crossing for a supercoil
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(see Figure 4.6(a)). It is surprising to see that the long range structural
eects such as branching of the supercoil are also observed for increasing
nematic strength (see Figure 4.5). This is due to the DNA allowing lateral
uctuation, i.e., in the xy-plane even though it is aligned in the z-direction.
Furthermore, this results in an almost constant interduplex distance for
each ionic concentration in varying nematic strength (see Figure 4.6(b)).
Note that the interduplex distance from the simulation is given by the most
probable interduplex distance Dsc [51]. It is obtained from the position of
the maximum in the distance distribution function pv(rij), where rij is the
distance between two vertices. An example of pv, as well as a snapshot of
the equilibrated conformation, is displayed in Figure 4.7.
As for the cylindrical model, it captures the main eect of the reduc-
tion in available free volume resulting from crowding at a distance scale on
the order of interduplex distance, Dsc (see Figure 4.6(d)). For this reason,
the cylindrical potential of connement is selected, and as expected, the
structure factors with decreasing connement volumes show similar quali-
tative features with the experimental structure factors with increasing DNA
concentration in the experiment.
4.4.5 Tests for Equilibration
Here, the equilibration tests implemented are briey summarized. In fact,
the approach is similar to what was previously done. The method A from
the work of Fujimoto and Schurr is adapted [50]. The initial conformation is
always taken to be the equilibrated conformation pertaining to the previous
run. The simulation is considered to have reached equilibrium when the
radii of gyration, Rg of the DNA molecule pertaining to two consecutive
runs with a total of at least 8 million Monte Carlo cycles agreed within 95%
condence level. Note that the two consecutive runs will be continued until
the equilibration test is passed. Once the system had achieved equilibrium,
at least another 16 million Monte Carlo cycles are generated so that it
corresponds to 16000 equilibrated conformations. In other words, for every
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Figure 4.6: Writhe, Wr and interduplex distance, Dsc versus the strength
of the nematic coupling parameter,   / reciprocical Dcyl. The symbols are
our simulation results. The ionic strengths are 4 (solid triangle), 20 (solid
square) and 100 (inverted solid triangle) mM.
 (nm)










Figure 4.7: (Color online) Distribution function pv versus the intervertex
distance rij for Dcyl = 20 nm and cs = 20 mM. The most probable distance
Dsc = 12 nm. Correlations over a distance scale less than the bending
persistence length (20 vertices) are excluded. The inset is a snapshot of an
equilibrated conformation after 16 106 cycles.
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1000 cycles, the coordinates of a conformation chain is stored. A typical
run for a cylindrical size and an ionic strength will take about 8:5 days on
average for 8 million Monte Carlo cycles.
Similar equilibration tests are also carried out for the nematic model.
Overall, about 16000 equilibrated conformations are stored for every 1000
Monte Carlo cycles. A typical run for a particular nematic strength and an
ionic strength will take about 6 days on average for 8 million Monte Carlo
cycles.







































s c   =  20 mM s c   =  100 mM s 
Figure 4.8: Normalized form factor P=Pd versus momentum transfer q. The
NaCl concentrations cs = 4 (a), 20 (b), and 100 mM (c). The DNA con-
centrations are indicated in g/L. The curves are the simulated normalized
form factors P sc=Pd with interduplex distances Dsc as shown in Figure 4.10.
To avoid overlap, the data are shifted along the y-axis with an incremental
constant.
The experimental and simulated form factors are represented in log-
arithmic scale for both axes as shown in Figure 4.8. From the experi-
mental form factors, P (q) rst decreases and then tends to level o, after
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which it decreases again with increasing values of q. For high q values,
P (q) converges to the expression pertaining to a locally rodlike duplex
Pd(q) = NPc=(qLc) with Lc the contour length of the DNA molecule
and Pc(q) = [2J1(qrc)=(qrc)]
2 represents the eect of the cross-sectional
radius of gyration [39, 106]. Each P (q) is normalized to unity at high q
(i.e. P (q)=Pd(q)), so that the eect of salt and DNA concentration on
the conformation of the plasmid is more clearly illustrated in Figure 4.8.
The normalized form factors P=Pd behave as an oscillation with a broad
minimum and a subsequent maximum. This oscillation is related to the
plectonemic interwinding of the duplex. With increasing salt and/or DNA
concentration, the positions of the extrema shift to higher values of q. This
shift qualitatively indicates that the plasmid becomes more compact with a
smaller value of Dsc. The characteristic oscillation is largely obscured in the
normalized structure factor S=Pd as a result of intermolecular interference.
In the following, the quantitative information about Dsc will be derived by
comparing the SANS form factors with the results of Monte Carlo computer
simulation. In order to include the eect of crowding, a test molecule is as-
sumed to be eectively conned in a cylindrical volume by the surrounding
molecules. To account for the softness in connement due to, e.g., uctu-
ation in density and interpenetration of the molecules, the simulated form
factors will be averaged over a distribution in cylinder width, Dcyl. The
simulations are performed with Dcyl in the range 7 to 40 nm and the most
probable interduplex distance Dsc is then estimated from the position of
the maximum in the distance distribution function pv(rij) where rij is the
distance between i  and j th vertex. From the ensemble of equilibrated











The Eq. (4.6) is the form factor averaged over all orientations [40]. Such
a procedure provides Psc(q) with the corresponding Dsc for each condition
specied by cylinder diameter and ionic strength. The simulated form fac-
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tors are subsequently averaged over a Gaussian distribution in Dcyl and
convoluted with the resolution function of the diractometer. The mean
value and variance of Dcyl are optimized in order to ensure that the simu-
lated Psc is in fair agreement with the experimental result. All simulated
Psc=Pd are shown in Figure 4.8. Good agreement is generally observed in
the relevant q-range where q > 0:1 nm 1. In particular, the positions of the
broad minimum and subsequent maximum are well predicted. The distribu-
tion in Dcyl reduces the amplitude of the oscillation in Psc=Pd, but its width
plays no signicant eect on the positions of the extrema nor the mean
values of Dsc. The deviations in the low q range are a result of long-range
structural eects, which are not elucidated by our model of connement in
a straight cylinder.
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Figure 4.9: Cylinder diameter Dcyl versus DNA concentration cDNA. The
bars indicate the variance. The NaCl concentrations are 4 (), 20 (), and
100 (
a
) mM. The solid curve is the average lateral intermolecular distance
Dlat for closely packed wormlike cylinders.
The optimized values of Dcyl, including its variance, are as shown in
Figure 4.9. The optimized values of Dcyl decrease with increasing DNA
concentration and are in agreement with the average lateral intermolecular
distance Dlat if the congested plasmids are seen as closely packed wormlike
cylinders. With nucleotide density  and a spine-axis projected distance be-
tween the nucleotides A = 0:171 nm, Dlat follows from 
 1 = 0:8 AD2lat=8.
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The factor 0.8 accounts for the typical decrease in length of the superhe-
lical axis due to the plectonemic interwinding of the duplex [107]. The
variance in Dcyl is around 30%, due to the soft connement imposed by
the surrounding molecules. The corresponding values of Dsc decreases with
increasing plasmid and salt concentration. A decrease in Dsc of a diluted
supercoil with increasing ionic strength has previously been observed with
electron [107, 108] and atomic force microscopy [109], sedimentation and
catenation experiments [110, 111], SANS [28, 36], as well as computer sim-
ulations [44, 112, 113, 114]. The magnitude and ionic strength dependence
of Dsc agree with these reported results, as well as theoretical predictions















Figure 4.10: As in Figure 4.9, but for the interduplex distance Dsc. The
dashed curves are guides to the eyes.
As shown in Figure 4.10, the corresponding Dsc are obtained from the
experimental form factors. It is observed that Dsc decreases with increasing
plasmid concentration. For the rst time, these observations were made
without complication from intermolecular interference (zero average con-
trast). The decrease in Dsc with increased crowding depends on ionic
strength and is most prominent in conditions of minimal screening. Screened
electrostatics is hence of paramount importance in determining the excluded
volume, despite its relative unimportance for electrostatic intermolecular in-
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teraction. At high DNA concentration the limiting value of Dsc is around
8 nm, in accordance with the closest distance of two opposing segments of
the duplex with their respective double layers.
4.6 Conclusion
The distance between two opposing duplexes of supercoiled DNA is mea-
sured through small angle neutron scattering from pHSG298 plasmid (2675
bp), as a function of plasmid and salt concentrations. Experiments are
carried out using solvent contrast variation in conjunction with full and
zero average DNA contrast. For this purpose, fully hydrogenated plasmid
samples as well as samples consisting of a 1:1 mixture of hydrogenated
and perdeuterated plasmids are prepared. In the case of full contrast, the
scattering intensity is proportional to the structure factor, which includes
contributions from intra- and intermolecular interference. For the rst time,
the use of the zero average contrast condition has allowed the DNA molecu-
lar form factor to be obtained without the contribution from intermolecular
interference.
A comparison of the structure and form factors suggests that intermolec-
ular interference cannot be neglected in the present ranges of DNA concen-
trations and ionic strength. At high DNA concentration the eect of salt on
the structure factor is minimal, indicating the intermolecular interaction is
mainly determined by excluded volume, instead of screened electrostatics.
However, this does not imply that screened electrostatics is unimportant,
as the latter determines the excluded volume, to a large extent, through the
intramolecular eect on the size of the plasmids. Due to the lack of good
models describing intermolecular organization of supercoiled DNA, further
discussion and interpretation of the structure factor in terms of factors, such
as the random phase approximation and virial coecients, are omitted in
this thesis. For high values of momentum transfer, the form factor con-
verges to the form factor of a DNA segment with a cross-sectional radius
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of gyration 0.8 nm. Additionally, clear intramolecular interference with a
signature oscillation is observed, once the form factor is normalized to the
one of the duplex.
For a quantitative interpretation of the SANS form factors with Monte
Carlo computer simulation, the many body problem of a dense solution is
reduced to the one of a single molecule conned in a cylindrical volume.
The diameter of the volume of connement is essentially determined by the
average lateral intermolecular distance and its variance accounts for soft-
ness in connement. Besides that, the interduplex distance is observed to
decrease with increasing salt/DNA concentration, similar to previous stud-
ies highlighted in [36, 107, 115, 116]. The crowding eect is highly sensitive
to the salt concentration and is most signicant in the condition of mini-
mal screening. Other than the strength of the ionic solution, crowding is
of utmost importance in controlling the conformation of supercoiled DNA.
For high salt and/or DNA concentration, the interduplex distance takes a
value around 8 nm. It should be noted that the site juxtaposition of distal
DNA segments of supercoiled DNA in a crowded state might have impli-
cations for gene regulation. It is worth noting that the current simulation
model maybe further strengthened by explicitly considering the softness in
cylindrical volume connement, i.e., by controlling the connement strength
parameter c. However, the procedure to match the experiment form factor
with the simulated form factor that corresponds to a particular c value
maybe infeasible as it requires a huge computational resources.
In conclusion, this study requires investigation of concentrated solutions,
which in full contrast scattering experiments are prone to artifacts due to
eects of intermolecular interference. Here, the contribution of inter-DNA
interference is eliminated by exploiting zero average DNA scattering length
contrast, which is achieved by using the perdeuterated plasmid. It is also
shown that the tertiary structure of DNA can be investigated closer to
the native state under certain physiologically relevant conditions. Such an
aspect is certainly promising from biophysical and biotechnological view-
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points, for instance, in the investigation of the eect of DNA-protein inter-
action on the conformation of DNA.

Chapter 5
Linear DNA conned in a
nanochannel
5.1 Synopsis
Currently, there is a lack of complete understanding of the conformational
properties of semiexible polymers conned in a nanochannel, such as linear
DNA, when the connement strength lies within the cross-over regime from
the Odijk's deection regime. This cross-over regime is highly relevant to
most of the measurable DNA chain extensions as seen in nanochannel-DNA
experiments. In this chapter, the conformation of linear DNA conned in
a tube is studied for the tube diameter, which is around the persistence
length of the DNA. It is found that back-folded hairpins in the undulating
wormlike chain conformation result in the formation of loops, which reduce
the extension of the molecule in the longitudinal direction of the tube. A
cooperativity model is devised to quantify the frequency and size of the
loop domains. Monte Carlo simulations are carried out for a DNA with a
contour length of 8 m and the chain widths of 5.0, 7.5 and 10.0 nm. The
predictions agree with results from Monte Carlo simulation.
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Figure 5.1: (color online) Monte Carlo results of the relative extension versus
channel diameter divided by persistence length (50 nm). The chain width
w = 10 nm and contour length, Lc = 8 m. The curves represent deection
(blue), deection with S-loops (green), deection with S-loops and C-loops
(red), and blob (magenta) theories. The inset shows the results for w = 5
() and 7.5 ()nm.
5.2 Theory
The conformation of a wormlike chain in a nanotube is determined by the
persistence length Lp, width w, unconned radius of gyration Rg, and the
cross-sectional diameter of the tube Dtube. The relative extension Lk=Lc is
the stretch of the molecule along the direction of the tube divided by its
contour length. Due to the interplay of the various length scales, regimes
are established along the curve of relative extension Lk=Lc as a function of
Dtube=Lp (see Figure 5.1). Odijk's deection and Daoud and de Gennes's
blob regimes are the two extreme regimes originally proposed [33, 65]. In
the deection regime (i.e., Dtube < Lp), the chain is undulating since it is
deected by the walls. As a result of the undulation with deection length
def  D2=3tubeL1=3p , Lk=Lc is reduced with respect to its fully stretched value
of unity according to
Ldk=Lc = 1  c (Dtube=Lp)2=3 (5.1)
where c = 0:1701 for a circular cross-section [66]. In the range of L2p=w <
Dtube < Rg, the chain is in the blob regime [67]. In this regime, the chain
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statistics is described as a linearly packed array of sub-coils (blobs). The
relative extension is given by the scaling law
Lbk=Lc / (Dtube=Lp) 0:701 (5.2)
In the transition regime, the situation is less clear. Several attempts
have been reported to bridge the gap. For the chain to cross-over from the
blob regime, the blob size reduces such that the volume interaction energy
per blob becomes less than thermal energy kBT . This results in modied
or the same scaling of Lk=Lc with Dtube, depending on the presumed chain
statistics within the blob [18, 25]. On the other hand, for the cross-over
from the deection regime, it has been proposed that the chain performs a
one-dimensional random walk through the formation of back-folded hairpin
conformations [69, 67].
5.2.1 Cooperativity model (S-loop model)
Here, the conformation of the chain is explored in the range 1 < Dtube=Lp <
2. In this range, the conned chain is neither in the full deection con-
formation nor a series of blobs representation. However, hairpins are ex-
pected to form along the chain due to thermal uctuations. Indeed, folded
structures of length 150{250 nm exist for DNA conned in channels with a
cross-sectional diameter of 100 nm [56]. As shown by the snapshot of an
equilibrated Monte Carlo conformation in Figure 5.2, there are two types of
back-folded chain congurations. The C-loop results from the formation of
a single hairpin and occurs at the end of the chain. An S-loop comes from a
pair of hairpins somewhere in the middle. Both types of loops aect Lk=Lc,
but the eect of the C-loops becomes vanishingly small for very long chains.
Accordingly, the primary focus is on S-loop formation, but, eventually, C-
loops will also be included in the prediction for the stretch. Note that for
1 < Dtube=Lp < 2, more than three parallel chain segments inside the tube
is improbable and a one-dimensional random walk is not established.







Figure 5.2: (color online) (a) Snapshot of equilibrated Monte Carlo confor-
mation of DNA (w = 5 nm, Lp = 50 nm, Lc = 8 m) inside a Dtube = 50
nm tube. Only a section of the chain is shown. (b) Number of segments
prole along the tube.
The reduction in Lk=Lc by S-loop formation is determined by the average
contour length Ls stored inside an S-loop and the number of S-loops fs per
unit contour length. In the derivation of Lk=Lc, two assumptions are made.
(i) It is assumed that the extension of each chain segment in an S-loop is
not aected by the presence of the other two segments. (ii) The contour
length of a hairpin chord is assumed to be Dtube=2. The relative extension
then reads
Ldsk =Lc = L
d
k=Lc (1  2fsLs=3  Dtubefs=3) (5.3)
where the nal term takes into account the fact that the hairpin chords
do not contribute to the overall stretch (see Appendix F). Expressions for
Ls and fs are derived from a Bragg-Zimm type cooperativity model [119].
Loop formation can be viewed as a dynamic process under constant thermal
uctuations. A pair of hairpins is initially created followed by the growth
of an S-loop domain. Nucleation is hence determined by the free energy
cost of hairpin formation, which is predominantly bending energy. Domain
growth is mainly controlled by excluded volume interaction among parallel
chain segments inside the loop.
In order to implement the cooperativity model, the wormlike chain must
be discretized into a sequence of units. Each unit can either be in a deection
or S-loop state (see Figure 5.2). The basic unit is dened as a chain segment
with a contour length of Dtube, as being the length stored in two hairpin
chords. The smallest S-loop consists hence of a single unit. For a chain with
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a contour length Lc, the total number of units Nm = Lc=(Dtube). The free
energy of the chain with a certain sequence of units can be written as
Fconf = NsFs + 2NdFu (5.4)
with Ns and Nd being the number of units in the S-loop state and the
number of S-loops, respectively. The excess in free energy of a unit in
the S-loop state with respect to the deection state is denoted by Fs (the
deection state has been chosen to be the reference state). Note that each
S-loop is sided by two hairpin junctions. The free energy of nucleation of
an S-loop is hence 2Fu, with Fu being the required free energy to create a
hairpin.
The cooperativity model can be solved by using the transfer matrix
method [120, 121]. In the ground state dominance, the thermally averaged
free energy of the chain reads
F=kBT =  Nm ln
"




where the nucleation and propagation parameters u = exp( 2Fu=kBT ) and
s = exp( Fs=kBT ), respectively. The ensemble-averaged hNsi and hNdi
can be derived by dierentiation of Eq. (5.5) with respect to Fs and 2Fu,
respectively (see Appendix G). The average number of S-loops per unit










and the average contour length stored in an S-loop Ls = DtubehNsi=hNdi,







s  1 +  (1  s)2 + 4su1=2 : (5.7)
Furthermore, the nucleation and propagation parameters u and s, respec-
tively, can be expressed as a function of fs, Ls and Dtube by solving the Eqs.




(Dtube   Ls)(fs(Ls + Dtube)  1) (5.8)
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and
s =
(fsLs   1)(Ls   Dtube)
Ls(fs(Ls + Dtube)  1) : (5.9)
The details of the derivation of u and s can be found in Appendix H.
5.2.2 Free energy cost of a hairpin formation and a S-loop
growth
The cooperativity model requires two input parameters u and s, related to
Fu and Fs, respectively. A rst principles derivation of these free energies is a
dicult task where a complete theory would involve solving a Fokker-Planck
equation subject to boundary conditions arising from the connement. The
Fu is expected to dominate by the elastic bending energy associated with
the formation of a hairpin, but there is also an entropic contribution. Thus,
the ensuing form is simply proposed as:
Fu=kBT = c1 Lp=Dtube   c2 (5.10)
where c1 is a prefactor pertaining to the bending energy Lp=Dtube and c2
includes the entropic contribution. The free energy pertaining to the growth
of the S-loop, Fs is mainly determined by excluded volume interaction. One
may assume that the segments inside an S-loop are partially aligned rather
than isotropically oriented. For a unit of length Dtube, the excluded volume
is given by Ex  1=2 (Dtube)2w (Dtube=Lp)1=3 [67]. The corresponding free











where c3 is another prefactor of order unity. The feasibility of the cooper-
ativity model for the description of S-loop formation and in particular the
expressions for Fu and Fs will be gauged with Monte Carlo simulation.
5.2.3 C-loop model
The C-loop formation can only happen at the ends of the chain. For each
end, a Boltzmann distribution in the number of back-folded units of length
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Dtube=2 is assumed [117]. The nucleation and propagation parameters are
dened as u0 = exp ( Fu=kBT ) and s0 = exp ( Fs=3kBT ), respectively.













2 (1  s0) (1 + u0   s0) (5.12)
and for the average stored contour length, one obtains Lcc:
Lcc =
P1









2 (1  s0) (1 + u0   s0) : (5.13)
In the derivation of relative extension of a C-loop, the contribution of
the hairpin chord to the extension is insignifcant in C-loop formation and
therefore omitted. By using the Eqs. (5.13), (5.12) and (5.1), the ensuing






0=(1 + s0)) : (5.14)
The complete relative extension follows from the weighed average of the
middle and end sections of the chain are then given by
Ldsck =Lc = (1  2Lcc=Lc)Ldsk =Lc + (2Lcc=Lc)Ldck =Lcc (5.15)




c are given by Eqs. (5.3) and (5.14).
5.3 Simulation Protocol
In section 5.3.1, the present simulation model for linear DNA conned in
a nanochannel will be elucidated. The parameter settings and equilibra-
tion test are discussed in Section 5.3.3 and 5.3.5, respectively. Prior to the
parameters setup, the review on types of Monte Carlo moves being imple-
mented in the simulation is summarized in Section 5.3.2. Benchmarking on
the model is also demonstrated in Section 5.3.4
5.3.1 Simulation Model
In the present Monte Carlo simulation, the 3D global structure of duplex
DNA in solution (or bulk phase) at a particular temperature T , is simply
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modeled as a chain of N vertices under thermal uctuations. Each vertex is
given by its vector position, ri where i = 1; 2; 3; :::; N . The bonds connecting
the vertices are given by bond vectors, si = ri+1   ri and their tangent
units are ti = si=jsij. However, the bonds that connect the vertices are
inextensible bonds of length lb and the contour length of LDNA is given
by (N   1)lb. The bonds cannot bend or twist, however, the twisting and
bending exibility are concentrated at the vertices. The width of chain w
is equivalent to the steric diameter of each vertex. They are prohibited
from overlapping with each other less than this distance w and furthermore
lb is set equal to w [26]. Therefore, the model Hamiltonian of a LDNA
conformation conned in a tube-like connement is simply expressed by Eq.
(5.16) which consists of the model Hamiltonian of LDNA and a cylindrical
potential energy:
HLDNAcyl =kBT = HLDNA(ri)=kBT +H
0
cyl(i)=kBT: (5.16)
The model Hamiltonian of LDNA consists of bending and interaction po-










V 0 (rij) (5.17)
The bending potential energy still takes the same form with the elastic
constant for bending as kb. The interaction potential V
0 (rij) is a hard-
sphere repulsion between the vertices:
V 0 (rij) =
8<: 1 rij  w0 rij > w (5.18)
Whereas, the cylindrical potential energy H 0cyl(i) is a hard-wall repulsion




V 0cyl (i) (5.19)





V 0cyl (i) =
8<: 1 i  Rtube0 i < Rtube (5.20)
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and Rtube is equal to half of the diameter of the tube. The form of the
simulation model over here is much simpler compared to if previous model
without the twisting potential energy as described in chapter 3 or 4 is used
to model a linear DNA in a nanochannel. As a result, the present simulation
model requires less potential terms and at the same time less computational
eorts. [26]. Note that, the simulation model discussed so far is adapted
from the work of Dai et al. [26].
5.3.2 Types of Monte Carlo Moves
The simulation program of a test LDNA in a cylindrical connement is
labelled as Program D. Essentially, two dierent types of MC trial moves
are applied in our simulation, which are Type D1 and Type D2. Type D1
trial move is a reptation move (also known as a head-to-tail motion). In this
move, one of the vertices at end of the chain is chosen randomly and moved
to the other end of the chain with a new trial orientation selected randomly.
The Type D2 trial move is known as a crankshaft motion which is a kind of
global movement. Two vertices are randomly selected and acted as the pivot
points. Care must be taken to ensure that the next nearest neighbour are
not among themselves so that a virtual line is drawn between them to form
a rotational axis. The vertices are then located in between these pivots and
rotated through a random angle with respect to the rotational axis, so that a
new trial conformation is generated. Furthermore, any overlapping vertices
and/or at least a vertex beyond the size of the wall are immediately rejected
without performing the Metropolis's Criterion. This serves to improve on
the eciency of the program. The acceptance for Type D1 and D2 trial
moves are observed to reach a constant about 5% and 20% during the course
of a simulation at equilibrium. The acceptance moves are in agreement with
Dai et al. [26] as well as Kumar et al. [122].
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Table 5.1: Parameter setup for LDNA in cylindrical connement
Parameters / width (w / nm) 5.0 7.5 10.0
Bond length (in unit nm), lb 5.0 7.5 10.0
Bending elastic constant (in unit kBT ), kb 10.0 6.67 5.0
Number of beads to form a chain of 8 m DNA, N 1601 1067 801
5.3.3 Parameter Values
For simulation parameters used in program D, a LDNA with a contour
length of 8 m is used. The number of N vertices in a chain depends on the
size of the bond length lb used. lb is chosen based on the width of a chain
w (see Table 5.1). The bending rigidity is set to reproduce a persistence
length of 50 nm. For each chain width, a series of simulations is done with
progressively smaller values of Dtube ranging from 400.0 to 35.0 nm. It is
worth noting that the eective diameter of the channel size in our case is
Dtube since the vertices of the chain are allowed to be in contact with the
channel wall [25, 26].
5.3.4 Benchmarking
Prior to benchmarking the simulation of the LDNA in a nanochannel, the
benchmark of the program D for the case of LDNA in the bulk phase is rst
carried out. The simulation result is gauged with the amplitude ratio. The












hR2eiN and hR2giN are second moments of end-to-end distance and radius
of gyration of the chain, respectively. The ratio is found to approach a
universal value in the limit N ! 1 [118]. In other words, this ratio value
A1 will approach 1=6 for very long chain. Only one simulation is carried
out for a chain with a reasonable length to verify the amplitude ratio. The
estimated amplitude ratio from the simulation is in good agreement with
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Table 5.2: Benchmark our simulation result with theory




Program D: 2000 ( 8.0 m) 136449 829943 0.164
the limiting value of A1 where the dierence is better than 5%. The details
are tabulated in Table 5.2.
The next benchmark is carried out by the program D to simulate a test
LDNA in a nanochannel. A chain with a length 3.1 m is used. Simulations
are run for Dtube ranging from 5 { 500 nm. Qualitatively, the extension
proles (Lk=Lc vs Dtube) obtained via simulation are in agreement with
experimental data [35]. It should be noted that the simulated extension
proles are in good agreement with the scaling relation of the deection
regime [33]. In conclusion, the reliability of program D is validated, therefore
the study on the back-folding structures of LDNA conned in nanochannel
is now ready to proceed with condence.
5.3.5 Tests for Equilibration
In this project, all simulations are executed on clusters located at Centre for
Computational Science & Engineering (CSE). Here, the equilibration tests
implemented are briey summarized. Note that, it is based on the work
of Dai et al. [26]. The simulation starts from a random conformation and
usually reaches equilibrium after about 105 steps. The last conformation
from the previous run is subsequently used for the production run. In this
run, 109 MC steps are carried out and the conformation for every 105 MC
steps is saved. Thus, an ensemble of 10000 equilibrium conformations is
produced.
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Figure 5.3: (a) Average number of S-loops per unit contour length vs tube
diameter divided by persistence length. The symbols are results obtained
from simulations with dierent chain widths: (
a
) w = 10.0 nm; () w =
7.5 nm; () w = 5.0 nm. For all simulations Lp = 50 nm and Lc = 8 m.
The curves represent the prediction of the cooperativity model. (b) As in
panel (a), but for the average contour length stored inside an S-loop.
5.4 Results & Discussion
In order to track the S-loops, the segment density prole along the tube for
each simulated conformation has to be generated rst. This density prole is
subsequently examined for domains with a contour length exceeding Dtube
and containing three parallel chain sections (see Figure 5.2). The number
of S-loops and the number of units in the S-loop state are then collected.
This procedure is carried out for each conformation in the ensemble, so
that the averages hNdi and hNsi are obtained. From the latter averages,
the average number of S-loops per unit contour length fs = hNdi=L and the
average contour length stored in an S-loop Ls = DtubehNsi=hNdi, can be
calculated.
The average number of S-loops per unit contour length and the average
contour length stored in an S-loop are shown in Figure 5.3 as a function
























Figure 5.4: (a) Free energy cost of hairpin formation vs tube diameter
divided by persistence length. The symbols are as in Figure 5.3. The curves
represent the prediction based on bending energy and a constant entropy.
(b) As in panel (a), but for the free energy pertaining to the growth of the
S-loop. The curves represent the prediction based on excluded volume.
of tube diameter. Note that the cooperativity model is only relevant in
the range 1 < Dtube=Lp < 2, for larger tube diameters loops can no longer
be discerned and the chain starts to coil. With increasing tube diameter
and/or smaller chain width, both fs and Ls increase monotonously. These
eects are most conveniently discussed in terms of Fu and Fs, respectively.
The latter free energies can be computed when the values of u and s are,
respectively, evaluated by using Eqs. (5.8) and (5.9) with the values of
fs and Ls obtained from the simulation. The results are shown in Figure
5.4. As a result of the decrease in Fu and Fs with increasing Dtube and/or
decreasing w, the occurrence as well as the average length of the S-loops
increases.
The free energy of hairpin formation is mainly determined by elastic
bending energy, but there is also an entropic contribution. The Eq. (5.10)
is tted to Fu obtained from the simulation (Figure 5.4). The values of the
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tted constants c1 and c2 are tabulated in Table 5.3. The prefactor per-
taining to the bending energy c1 does not depend on the width of the chain
w beyond the accuracy of the t. Furthermore, its average value exceeds
unity by about 20 %, because of hairpin tightening by depletion from the
wall [69]. The entropy term c2 signicantly increases with decreasing w,
related to reduced volume interaction of the hairpin chord. Given the good
agreement between Eq. (5.10) and the results for Fu, we have refrained
from a more elaborated analysis [69, 67].
The free energy of growth of the S-loop is expected to be dominated by
excluded volume interaction among the partially aligned segments within
the loop. Accordingly, the Eq. (5.11) is tted to Fs obtained from the
simulation. As can be seen in Figure 5.4, there is equally good agreement
between the prediction for Fs and the simulation results. The adjusted
parameter c3 is constant within the accuracy of the t, irrespective the value
of w (Table 5.3). This conrms that Fs is proportional to the diameter of
the chain, in agreement with an excluded volume mechanism for the growth
of the S-loop domains.
The predictions of the cooperativity model, together with Eqs. (5.10)
and (5.11) for the free energies of nucleation and propagation, can also di-
rectly be compared to the values of fs and Ls obtained from the simulation.
As can be seen in Figure 5.3, the predicted values based on the values of
the parameters in Table 5.3 are in equally good agreement. Note however
Table 5.3: Values of c1, c2, and c3 resulting from the ts of Eqs. (5.10) and
(5.11) to the simulation data in Figure 5.4.
w (nm) c1 c2 c3
5 1.20  0.03 1.70  0.07 1.08  0.05
7.5 1.19  0.01 1.53  0.03 1.08  0.01
10 1.18  0.02 1.37  0.04 1.04  0.01
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that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the data in Figures 5.3
and 5.4, so that this agreement does not bear more signicance.
Here, the prediction of the cooperativity model for the relative extension
Eq. (5.14) is compared with the data obtained from the simulations (see
Figure 5.1). Undulation theory without the inclusion of loops Eq. (5.1)
describes the extension well for Dtube=Lp  1. For larger tube diameters,
the stretch drops and eventually follows the prediction of the blob model,
given by Eq. (5.2) in the range Dtube=Lp  Lp=w. Inclusion of S-loops in the
undulation theory gives a signicantly better agreement for 1  Dtube=Lp 
2, but the predicted extensions are still somewhat larger than the simulation
results. It should be noted that the present model considers an innitely
long chain, but in simulations as well as experiments, a DNA molecule has
a nite length. The stretch is further reduced due to C-loop formation
at both ends. Note that the formation of a C-loop is energetically more
favorable than an S-loop, due to the reduced free energies for nucleation
(a single hairpin) and propagation (two rather than three parallel strands).
Once C-loops are included, fairly good agreement is observed in the relevant
range 1  Dtube=Lp  2 (see Figure 5.1).
5.5 Conclusion
A cooperativity model is applied to describe the stretch of a wormlike chain
conned in a nanochannel with a diameter of the order of the chain's per-
sistence length. The formation of back-folded hairpins can be considered as
the initial stage in the transition from the deection to the locally coiled,
blob regime [56]. Although the range of applicability of the cooperativity
model is limited, it is highly relevant from an experimental point of view
with wormlike chain persistence lengths and channel cross-sections typically
in the range of tens to a few hundreds of nm. For larger tube diameters
Dtube > 2Lp, the cooperativity model no longer provides a satisfactory de-
scription of the stretch. Fortunately, as can be gauged from Figure 5.1, the
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extension data in this range are already close to the prediction of the blob
model. Nevertheless, more work is needed to further bridge the gap.
Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
To wrap up this thesis, an overall conclusion is presented followed by the
conclusion in each case study. The recommendations for future research are
also addressed.
6.1 Conclusions
The main objective of all the studies that are discussed in this thesis is
essentially to use Monte Carlo computer simulations to explore the con-
formational response of DNA to connement in dierent environments, in
order to study the molecular crowding eect. These dierent environments
refer to various types of connement models used to mimic or simplify a
real crowding system. The simulations were run with dierent sizes of con-
nement as well as ionic strength conditions. Two types of DNA molecules
were used in the studies, namely closed-circular DNA and double-stranded
linear DNA. The DNA contour length used in the simulations was subjected
to reasonable computation time. The simulation results were qualitatively
and quantitatively compared with available experimental data and theories,
such as the physical properties of the polymer, free energies, scaling theory,
etc. The conclusions to wrap up the exploration of Monte Carlo computer
simulations in each case study are presented in the following sections.
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(a) Supercoiled DNA in a nanochannel:
The analysis on the structure and energetics of a supercoiled DNA
molecule conned in a cylindrical potential are conducted, based on sta-
tistical thermodynamics as well as Monte Carlo computer simulation.
The typical value of the superhelical density at approximately -0.05 is
used. Simulations were done for a molecule of 1.3 kbp, which is large
enough to exhibit long-range structural phenomena and, at the same
time, also small enough to achieve signicant results within a reasonable
time span. With increasing connement, as set by a smaller tube di-
ameter, the supercoil becomes more tightly interwound and long-range
structural features such as branching and the formation of hairpins are
progressively suppressed. The electrostatic energy and the energy of in-
teraction of the supercoil with the wall increase, but the elastic twisting
energy decreases. The bending energy remains constant, which indi-
cates that the duplex does not ripple. It is observed that the supercoil
also becomes more tightly interwound with increasing salt concentra-
tion. It should be noted that the wormlike chain model is reasonably
successful in predicting the structural response to the connement at
the local level of the plectonemic diameter and pitch. The present con-
tribution shows that with increasing connement, the supercoil becomes
more tightly interwound with a concurrent decrease in superhelical di-
ameter and pitch. With a physiological value of the superhelical density
at approximately -0.05, the duplex does not ripple and remains inter-
wound, because the pitch is shorter and stays put with the deection
length.
(b) A Quantitative Study: Simulation with SANS Experiment
The distance between the two opposing duplexes of supercoiled DNA
(i.e. pHSG298 plasmid, 2675 bp) is measured using the SANS tech-
nique as a function of plasmid and salt concentration. The experiments
are carried out using solvent contrast variation, in conjunction with
full and zero average DNA contrast. By using the zero average con-
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trast method, the DNA molecular form factor can be obtained without
the contribution from intermolecular interference. For a quantitative
interpretation of the SANS form factors with Monte Carlo computer
simulation, the many-body problem of a dense solution is reduced to
one of a single molecule conned in a cylindrical volume. The diameter
of the volume of connement is essentially determined by the average
lateral intermolecular distance, and its variance accounts for the softness
in connement. It is observed that the interduplex distance decreases
with increasing salt and DNA concentrations. The crowding eect is
highly sensitive to the salt concentration and is most signicant in the
condition of minimal screening. Besides ionic strength, crowding is of
importance in controlling the conformation of supercoiled DNA, such as
a more interwound structure and the site juxtaposition of distal DNA
segments of supercoiled DNA. The latter, in a crowded state, may have
implications for gene regulation. More experimental results and better
theoretical models would be required for describing the intermolecular
organization of supercoils.
(c) Linear DNA conned in a nanochannel:
A cooperativity model was applied to describe the stretch of a worm-
like chain conned in a nanochannel with a diameter of the order of the
chain's persistence length. The formation of back-folded hairpins can
be considered as the initial stage in the transition from the deection
to the locally coiled, blob regime [56]. The range of applicability of the
cooperativity model is limited, it is highly relevant from an experimen-
tal point of view with wormlike chain persistence lengths and channel
cross-sections typically in the range of tens to a few hundreds of nm.
For larger channel diameters Dtube > 2Lp, the cooperativity model no
longer provides a satisfactory description of the stretch. Fortunately,
the extension data in this range are already close to the prediction of
the blob model. Nevertheless, more work is needed to further bridge
the gap.
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6.2 Recommendations for Future Research
There are various interesting topics to explore using Monte Carlo computer
simulations in the area of DNA molecules in the congested state. Further
extensions from current studies described so far in this thesis are discussed
in the following sections, to provide further understanding on biomolecular
crowding which is important in many research areas.
(a) CCDNA conned in dierent geometrical shapes:
The simulation model of CCDNA in cylindrical connement as dis-
cussed in this thesis may be naturally extended to dierent types of
connement, such as nanoslit, rectangular nanochannel and spherical
connement. Conformational responses of closed-circular DNA can be
studied in term of dierent contour lengths, superhelical densities, ionic
strengths and sizes of the connement. The simulation results can be
analyzed with available wormlike chain model [32], as well as with avail-
able experimental data especially the results of the elongation of circular
charomid DNA by Persson et. al [35]. Nevertheless, more experimental
results are necessary to provide a more discriminating study. In simu-
lation, great challenges lie ahead as we need to resolve the simulation
computational times which is necessary for studying longer CCDNA in
the system.
(b) Eects of crowding agent nanoparticles / proteins:
Zhang et al. has reported on the eects of the typical crowding agent
dextran on the conformation and condensation of double-stranded lin-
ear DNA molecules that are conned in a nanochannel [19]. The DNA
molecule is observed to elongate and eventually condense into a compact
form, while the volume fraction of crowding agent increases. Computer
simulations using the Brownian Dynamics have achieved huge success
in predicting the outcome of this experiment [21], therefore such Monte
Carlo computer simulation may be used to study the free solution of
CCDNA in the presence of neutral/charged nanoparticles/proteins in
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the bulk phase, as well as under conditions of conned geometrics such
as a cylindrical volume, nanochannel and nanoslit. Again, huge com-
putational power is required, and improved algorithms and models are
necessary to reduce simulation computational times for studying longer
CCDNA and the explicit number of external particles that are present
in the system.
(c) Relative extension and orientation order parameter of DNA
in a nanochannel:
Simulation work based on Wang et al. [25] can be further carried out
for a DNA with longer contour length, for instance, a DNA with 16 m
can be simulated using the simulation protocol as described by Dai et
al. [26]. With simple DNA model and reasonable computation time
[26], the scaling theory based on the extension can be further examined
for longer chain. At a particular ionic strength, the width of DNA
chain can be determined accordingly using the Fixman and Skolnick
calculation of the electrostatic excluded volume [97, 6]. In fact, the
bending rigidity of DNA can be tuned accordingly to the chain width
in order to produce the corresponding persistence length. Some of the
preliminary ndings show that orientational order parameter of a DNA
in the channel hP2(cos('))i as a function of Dtube=Lp, is more sensitive
in discerning the regimes compared to the relative extension proles.
However, there is no scaling laws available at present for orientational
order parameter for a polymer conned in a tube, except the one derived
for strong connement as shown in the Appendix I of this thesis, i.e.,
hP2(cos')i = 1   3 c (Dtube=Lp)2=3 where c = 0:1701 [66]. Further






Derivation of Scaling Laws
A polymer chain conned within a channel reveals more complex behaviour
than we anticipated as connement alters the statistical mechanical prop-
erties of the chain (see Figure A.1). Here, the derivation of the two scaling





Figure A.1: (a) Odijk's deection regime: polymer chain is undulating in
the channel and the illustration of deection length def and a deection
angle of  are depcited (b) Daoud and de Gennes's blob regime: forming
linearly packed array of sub-coils (blobs). The blobs are indicated as dash
circles along the channel
A.1 Odijk's deection regime
This regime arises when the cross-sectional diameter of the channel, Dtube is
much smaller than the persistence length of a polymer, Lp (i.e. Dtube  Lp).
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In this condition, the polymer is energetically unfavorable to backfold and
will undulate/deect within the channel as it bounces o the wall. Hence,
the excluded volume eect is no longer dominated in this connement limit
and being replaced by the interplay of the connement and polymer elas-
ticity. Following Odijk [33], we dene a characteristic deection length def
and a deection angle of  (as shown in Figure A.1). The deection length
and angle are related through Dtube = def sin(). For small , the relation
reduces to the ensuing form
 ' Dtube=def : (A.1)
By using the equation of mean square bending angle and set the deection
segment equal to def [6], one obtains
h2i = 2def=Lp: (A.2)
From equation (A.1) and (A.2), the deection length can be shown to scale
as
def ' (D2=3tubeL1=3p ): (A.3)
By substituting equation (A.3) into equation (A.2), the orientation uctu-







where the coecient c1 is a dimensionless universal number and its value
has been determined numerically [123] and estimated analytically [34], that
is, c1  0:40 and c1 = 2 4=3, respectively. The extension of the polymer
with contour length Lc in the tube is given by Lk = Lchcos()i. Since
the chain is almost fully stretched in a narrow tube, we can apply the small
angle approximation to the above extension expression followed by applying









where the coecient c2 is another dimensionless universal constant. Its
value was estimated numerically and known to be accurate to 4 decimal
places, that is, 0:1701 0:0001 [66].
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A.2 Daoud and de Gennes's blob regime
The other classical regime is the blob regime arises when the cross-sectional
diameter of the channel, Dtube is much larger than the persistence length
of the polymer, Lp (i.e. Dtube  Lp). In this condition, the self-avoidance
eectively divides the conned polymer into a series of non-penetrating
blobs of size Dtube [65]. Since the conned polymer mass is assumed to be
uniformly distributed along the channel, the density segments of the chain
in each blob are the same. At this length scale on the order of Dtube, the
chain segments within the blob are isolated from the rest of the blobs and
unperturbed as if the channel is not there. Inside each blob of diameter
Dtube, there are Nblob segments of the total N segments of a chain in the
channel (Nblob < N). By making use the relation of the characteristic size
of a polymer chain, R scales with the number of segments, N in the chain
with lb as the segment length (i.e. R ' lbN) [6], we rewrote the relation
as a function of Nblob
Nblob ' (Dtube=lb)1=F (A.6)
where lb is the length of chain segment and F is the Flory value. Clearly, the
extension of the chain is simply equal to the multiplication of the number
of blobs, Mblob and the size of the blob, Dtube:
Lk =Mblob Dtube = (N=Nblob)Dtube: (A.7)
By substituting equation (A.6) into (A.7), the extension of the chain can
be expressed as
Lk ' Nlb(Dtube=lb)(1 F )=F : (A.8)
Since the chain is considered to swell inside the blobs due to excluded volume
interactions, we used a better estimate of F which is 0.5877 instead of 3/5.
Then, the relative extension reduces to the form given below
Lk
Lc
' (Dtube=lb) 0:701 ' (Lp=lb) 0:701 (Dtube=Lp) 0:701 ' (Dtube=Lp) 0:701
(A.9)
where (Lp=lb)
 0:701 is collected into the prefactor.
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Another derivation of blob regime where excluded volume interaction
chain segments within each blob is explicitly treated by considering the
scaling relation for the end-to-end length of a Flory coil based on Flory's
theory, that is, RF ' (wLp)1=5L3=5. Note that the assumptions for blob






The extension of the chain is simply equal to the multiplication of the
number of blobs, Mblob and the size of the blob, Dtube:
Lk =Mblob Dtube = (Lc=Lblob)Dtube: (A.11)
Using Eq. (A.10) to eliminate Lblob in term of Dtube, the extension is ob-
tained
Lk ' Lc(wP )1=3=D2=3tube ) Lk=Lc ' (wP )1=3=D2=3tube: (A.12)
Appendix B
Writhe Evaluation
According to Klenin and Langowski [47], the Gauss double integral (Eq.











mn=4 is the Gauss integral along the segments n and m. In par-
ticular, 
mn will be set to zero for any pair of adjacent segments as well
as when any pair of segments lie in the same plane. In method 1(a), the
quantity 
mn for a pair of segments that is arbitrarily oriented in the space
is obtained analytically by using a purely geometrical approach.
Firstly, consider a pair of segments r ij and r kl that is arbitrarily oriented
in the space, where each segment consists of 2 vertices dening the beginning
and the end points of the segment. Let the rst segment be r ij and the
point i and j be the beginning and end of the segment respectively, while the
second segment is dened as rkl and the points k and l the beginning and
end of the second segment, respectively. The solid angle 
mn is equivalent
to 
mn where m-th and n-th segment, respectively, are indices representing
the rst and second segments. The solid angle is formed by all those view
directions in which the vector r ij and rkl apparently cross, with the rst
segment being the nearest to the veiwpoint. As described in Figure B.1,
the 
mn is bounded by the four planes, i.e., Pijk, Pijl, Pikl and Pjkl, where
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Figure B.1: How to construct the quadrangle on a unit sphere (located on
the right) given a pair of segments arbitrary oriented in the space (located
on the left). (Figure redrawn from reference [47].)
its value is given by the area of the quadrangle on a unit sphere with the
apexes formed by the intersections of the sphere, and the rays originate at
the center of the sphere and are parallel to lines Lki, Lkj, Lli and Llj. The
area of the quadrangle on a unit sphere is then given by

mn =  +  +  +    2 (B.1)
where , ,  and  are the quadrangle angles. Those angles are dened:
 = arccos( ni  nj) = =2 + arcsin( ni  nj) (B.2)
 = arccos( nj  nk) = =2 + arcsin( nj  nk) (B.3)
 = arccos( nk  nl) = =2 + arcsin( nk  nl) (B.4)
 = arccos( nl  ni) = =2 + arcsin( nl  ni) (B.5)
where n i, n j, nk and n l are respectively given by ni =
niknil
jniknilj , nj =
nilnjl
jnilnjlj , nk =
njlnjk
jnjlnjkj and nl =
njknik





can be written as

mn = arcsin( ni  nj) + arcsin( nj  nk)
+ arcsin( nk  nl) + arcsin( nl  ni): (B.6)
However, the sign convention must be taken into account on 
mn due to
the two segments being able to form right- or left-handed crossing [47].
For instance, if the two segments form a right-handed crossing, that is,
(nkl  nij)  nik > 0, the Gauss integral 
mn=4 is equal to +
mn=4, and









sign((nkl  nij)  nik) (B.7)

Appendix C
Contrast variation in neutron
scattering
This section is adopted from the paper as referenced in [37]. In SANS
studies, contrast variation is often used to blank out or highlight certain
molecular components of a large system. The scattering contrast is therefore
a key experimental parameter. In the case of DNA, the scattering length
contrast of the nucleotides with respect to solvent (water) is given by
bDNA = bDNA   bsvDNA/vs: (C.1)
Here, bDNA and bs are the scattering lengths of a nucleotide and solvent,
respectively. It should be noted that the relevant parameter is the contrast
per unit volume, so that the subtracted scattering length of the solvent has
to be multiplied with the ratio of the corresponding partial molar volumes
vDNA/vs. In a mixture of H2O and D2O, the scattering length of the solvent
is
bs = XbD2O + (1 X) bH2O; (C.2)
where X is the mole fraction of D2O. Due to the dierence in scattering
lengths of hydrogen and deuterium, the values of the scattering lengths of
the hydrogenated and perdeuterated nucleotides bDNAH and bDNAD , respec-
tively, are dierent [103]. This phenomenon, together with contrast varia-
tion in the solvent, is then used to achieve the zero average DNA contrast
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condition, where both bDNAH and bDNAD have the same absolute value but
opposite sign. For the samples used in this study, the small angle scattering
is dominated by DNA and the contribution from the small ions is negligible.
In the condition of full contrast, the scattering intensity is given by
IFC (q) = b
2
DNAS (q) ; (C.3)
where  the nucleotide density. Here, we used hydrogenated plasmid DNAH
in 100% H2O, so that bDNA = bDNAH . The structure factor S (q) is the
spatial Fourier transform of the DNA density correlation function and can
be expressed as a sum of an intra- and intermolecular part, i.e., S (q) =
P (q) + H (q). In SANS experiments, H (q) cannot be neglected typically
and therefore it complicates the interpretation of the full contrast scattering
intensities.
The eect of intermolecular interference can be eliminated by carrying
out an experiment in the zero average DNA contrast condition. For maxi-
mum intensity, a 1:1 mixture of DNAH and perdeuterated plasmid DNAD
is employed. It is assumed that the structure does not depend on the iso-
topic composition of the plasmids, and for such a mixture, the scattering
intensity is given by










H (q) : (C.4)
In the condition of zero average contrast, i.e. bDNAD =  bDNAH = bDNA,
the intermolecular contribution H (q) is seen to vanish. This condition is
realized in a solvent mixture of 9% H2O and 91% D2O. The intensity is then
directly proportional to the form factor
IZAC (q) =  b
2
DNA P (q) ; (C.5)
irrespective the concentration of DNA. The form factor is normalized at
q = 0 to the number N of nucleotides per DNA molecule (for pHSG298
N = 5350).
Appendix D
DNA in nematic potential
At increasing the DNA concentration, the DNA molecules can compact into
liquid crystals. At higher packing fraction, the DNA molecules tend to align
themselves together in the same direction with no positional ordering. Such
liquid crystals are known to exhibit the nematic phase. In nematic phase,
it is assumed that there exists a eld which causes the DNA molecules to
align along the eld direction (or the director), i.e., the DNA molecules are
in a uniform nematic eld. Such a formation of DNA liquid crystal exhibits
another type of crowding eects on DNA.
The form of external potential that mimics the supercoils nematic en-
vironment, Hnem was adopted based on the work of Ramos et al. [52].
Their discrete model for Hnem was obtained by discretizing the continu-
ous model of the nematic eld on a test supercoil. In fact, the continuous
model was obtained according to the work of Odijk [32]. Under such an
approach, the nematic eld eect on conformations of supercoils is simpli-
ed by using a simple approximation, i.e., the nematic eld is simply the
complex environment of nematic supercoils encompassing a test supercoil.








ds[1  (n^ u^(s))2] (D.1)
where n^ and u^(s), respectively, are the nematic director and the unit tan-
gent along the continuous space curve r(s) tracing the DNA shape. The
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contour length of the DNA is given as Lc. The strength of the nematic cou-
pling parameter is labelled as   and Lbp is the bending persistence length.
The equation of the continuous model, given as Eq. (D.1) is then con-
verted to discrete model using the standard procedure. The following is the
expression of Hnem in its discrete form (where the test DNA is represented







(1  (ti n^)2) (D.2)
The parameter kn is the strength of the nematic eld. ti is the discretize
form of the unit tangent where ti = si=jsij as dened previously in Section
3.3. It is related to the strength of the nematic coupling parameter,   by
 =Lbp = kn= hli where hli is the average bond length in the discrete model of
the DNA. When the external potential, Hnem is incorporated to HDNA, it
is able to capture the main eect of the alignmnet of a supercoiled DNA in
nematic eld as well as possible unwinding of the supercoil [52]. However,
it is discovered later that having just the nematic potential does not reduce
the interduplex distance (see Section 4.4.4, Figure 4.6(b)).
Appendix E
Small Angle Light Scattering
Light scattering has proven to be one of the most invaluable tools for the
characterization of polymers in a solution. Evidently, commercial instru-
ments for light scattering are widely available, where the entire experimen-
tal setup often comes in a single machine, including software modules, to
handle all aspects of data acquisition and processing. Essentially, light scat-
tering may be used to estimate the weight-average molecular weight (Mw)
and the radius of gyration (Rg) of the polymer in solution as well as the
second virial coecient (A2). These quantities are not easy to obtain with
other methods. A general overview of light scattering measurement was de-
scribed via private communication with Dr. Amar Nath Gupta [105]. The




The light scattering instrument used for the experiments in this thesis is
the DAWN HELEOS 8+ instrument, which comes with the ASTRA V soft-
ware for data acquisition and data processing of the setup. The instrument
consists of a 658 nm GaAs laser light which is vertically polarized, and
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after intensity stabilization it delivers 50 mW to the sample. The laser
beam is set to aim on the ow cell which is parallel to the direction of the
owing stream in the cell. There are built-in windows that allow the light
to pass through the ow cell. These windows are recessed in the mani-
folds, minimizing the sample volumes and stray light. There are 8 discrete
photodetectors located around the ow cell, which enable simultaneous de-
tection on the intensity of the scattered beams over a wide range of angles,
typically between 10 to 160, depending on the solvent or glass refractive
indices. Once the measurement data are captured by ASTRA V, the scat-
tering pattern of the sample is produced. The characteristic of the polymer
can then be obtained by ASTRA V based on this scattering pattern. For
further details, the reader is refer to the technical manuals of the ASTRA
V instrument [124].
Experimental Procedure
Before making any measurement, the instrument (including the laser) has
to be switched on for an hour. Before the studied sample is injected into the
K5 ow cell during every individual measurement, a clean environment must
be achieved inside the cell so that the main contribution to measurement is
from the studied sample, i.e. to prevent contamination. The solvent buer
is used to ush contaminants (such as dust and previous sample aggregates)
out of the cell. However, this has to be carried out in the correct direction
of the ow in the cell, from inlet to outlet as labeled on the instrument. The
solvent buer is ltered by a 0.02 m Whatman Anatop syringe lter as it
is injected into the cell. If contaminants are present in the cell, there will be
a strong uctuation in the intensity signal of the scattered light as displayed
in the LCD display. This is especially the case at small scattering angles,
where the light scattering by large particles is pronounced. Eventually, the
signal stabilizes and forms a base line, which indicates that the cell interior
should be free from contaminants, other than the solvent buer being used.
The cell is therefore ready to be used for making sample measurements.
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Subsequently, the diluted sample is slowly injected into the cell passing
through a 0.22 m lter Whatman Anatop syringe lter. It should be
noted that whenever the syringe lters are used, the rst few millilitres of
the ltered solvent are always discarded to make sure that any particles
present on the lter itself are removed.
The diluted sample used in the experiment consists of low concentrations
of open-circular DNA (OCDNA), at approximately 50 g=mL of OCDNA
in the same buer at pH 8.0. Hence, the OCDNA molecules are suciently
separated from each other such that the intermolecular interaction is neg-
ligible. Additionally, the OCDNA has to be ltered at a very slow rate in
order to avoid structural changes due to pressure. As it moves slowly within
the cell, the intensity of the signal increases from the baseline before sta-
bilizing at a certain height. When all the OCDNA has passed through the
cell, the signal starts to drop to the baseline. At the same time, the same
solvent buer is injected into the cell using the similar step as discussed
earlier. As for the signal, it reaches a baseline which is approximately the
same level as the initial one. The absolute signal due to OCDNA molecules
is obtained by osetting the sample signal against the average baseline.
Once the experiment for each ionic strength is completed, the mean
square radius of gyration, hR2gi is computed immediately by the software,
from the slope of the curve 1=R(L; cm) versus sin
2(L=2) at L = 0. R(L; cm)
is the excess Rayleigh ratio of the solution as a function of scattering an-
gle, L and concentration of the solute, cm. hRgi obtained from the light
scattering, is a root-mean-square (rms) quantity.
E.2 Simulation Protocol
The parameters required for the present Monte Carlo simulations for SALS
are summarized in Table E.1. The equilibration test conducted follows a
similar method adopted by Fujimoto and Schurr [50]. The simulation is
considered to have reached equilibrium when the radii of gyration Rg of the
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Table E.1: The parameter values used in the simulation of CCDNA in bulk
phase for SALS experiment
Parameters / ionic strength, cs 4 mM 10 mM 20 mM
Stretching elastic constant (in unit kBT ), ks 20.0 26.0 23.0
Eective point charges per vertex,  6.7154 8.3216 10.3043
Debye screening length (in unit nm), D 1/0.20790 1/0.32872 1/0.46488
Parameters / ionic strength, cs 45 mM 100 mM 650 mM
Stretching elastic constant (in unit kBT ), ks 24.0 25.0 18.0
Eective point charges per vertex,  14.3298 22.3541 149.037
Debye screening length (in unit nm), D 1/0.69730 1/1.03950 1/2.65020
Parameters independent of ionic strength
Bjerrum length (in unit nm), lB 0.714
Number of beads to form a chain of 2.7 kbp DNA, N 293
2.7 kbp DNA contour length (in unit nm), Lc 906 6
DNA bend-persistence length (in unit nm), Lbp 50.0
DNA twist-persistence length (in unit nm), Ltp 50.0
Linking number decit, Lk 0
DNA steric diameter (in unit nm), D 2.4
Bond length (in unit nm), lb 2.8
Average bond length (in unit nm), hli 3:09 0:02
Bending elastic constant (in unit kBT ), kb L
b
p /hli = 50:0=3:1
Twisting elastic constant (in unit kBT ), kt 1.0 kb
Helical period of double stranded DNA (in unit nm), p 3.4
DNA molecule, pertaining to two consecutive runs with a total of at least
16 106 cycles agreed within 95% condence level. It should be noted that
the procedure is repeated again until it passes the equilibration test. Once
the system achieves equilibrium, another 26 million Monte Carlo cycles are
performed so that a total of 32 million Monte Carlo cycles, corresponding
to 32000 equilibrated conformations, are completed. Thus, the ensemble
average value of hR2gi can be computed, and subsequently the rms of radius
of gyration, hRgirms may be determined.
Appendix F
Derivation of Relative Extension
In either state, each unit has a contour length of Dtube given by the shortest
S-loop which is simply a pair of hairpin chords. The total units Nm for a
chain with a contour length Lc is Nm = Lc=Dtube. To derive the extension,
a full deection chain is initially considered, where its extension is











is the extension of a unit in deection state. Since the contraction of the










One-third of the extension of a unit in deection state is dened as the
extension of a unit in S-loop state. Therefore, the eective extension is
obtained by subtracting the extension of full deection chain with 2Lduk =3,
then multiplying by the number of units in S-loop state hNsi. This derives
the second term as shown in Eq. (F.3). In each S-loop domain, an additional
subtraction of Lduk =3 is needed to account for a unit in the deection state
which contributed to a pair of hairpin chords but not to the overall extension
[125]. The third term in Eq. (F.3) is derived this way. Finally, the Eq.
(F.3) is divided over the contour length of the chain and the expression is
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By utilizing the following relationships:
 the average number of S-loops per unit contour, fs = hNdi=Lc
 the average contour length stored in a S-loop, Ls = DtubehNsi=hNdi,




























Derivation of hNsi and hNdi
From Section 5.2.1, the nucleation and propagation parameters are given
by u = exp( 2Fu=kBT ) and s = exp( Fs=kBT ), respectively. The prop-
agation parameter provides the statistical weight for the growth of S-loop
along the polymer chain, but provided if the nucleation step has occurred.
The nucleation parameter is the statistical weight for a nucleation process









where subscript a and b represent the deection state and the S-loop state.
Qaa = 1 since there is no change in the free energy and no junction is
formed between two deection states. For Qab, the free energy is increased
by Fu+Fs because the neighbouring unit is S-loop state instead of deection
state and therefore a junction is formed between deection and S-loop state,
and Qab is then given by s
p
u. On the other hand, for Qba, the free energy
increases by Fu due to formation of a junction, as a result, Qba =
p
u. For
the nal combination Qbb, no junction is formed between two S-loop states
since propagation has teken place, and the free energy increases by Fs giving
Qbb = s.
In the ground state dominance [120, 121], the thermally averaged free
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energy of the chain reads














(1  s)2 + 4su): (G.3)
By taking the partial derivative of the free energy with respect to the two
times of the junction energy, 2Fu, the average number of S-loop domains








(1  s)2 + 4su   1
#
: (G.4)
Similarly, the average number of units in the S-loop state can be derived by
taking the partial derivative of the free energy with respect to the excess













Derivation of u (fs; Ls; Dtube) and
s (fs; Ls; Dtube)
To derive s and u as a function of fs, Ls and Dtube, the Eqs. (5.6) and (5.7)
are, respectively, re-expressed as the following
1 + s
(1  u)f + u =
 
(1  s)2 + 4su1=2 (H.1)
and
2u(L  1)  (s  1) =  (1  s)2 + 4su1=2 (H.2)
where f = (2Dtube)fs and L = Ls=(Dtube). By equating Eqs. (H.1) and
(H.2), the propagation parameter s is then expressed as a function of u, f
and L
s =
2u2(L  1) + f(1  u)(1 + 2(L  1)u)
(1  u)f + 2u (H.3)
For the nucleation parameter u, the Eq. (H.3) is substituted into the Eq.
(H.1). Thus, the following equation is obtained
4u(u  1)(f + u(L  1)(f(L+ 1)  2))
(1  u)f + 2u+ 2 = 0 (H.4)
Evidently, the Eq. (H.4) is a 3rd degree polynomial equation and solved for
parameter u using Mathematica. The solution of the cubic equation is then
given by u = 0, 1 and
u =
f
(1  L)(f(L+ 1)  2) =
fs
2D2tube
(Dtube   Ls)(fs(Ls + Dtube)  1) : (H.5)
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S (FS ; LS ; DTUBE)
The Eq. (H.5) is the anticipated form where u is written as a function of fs,
Ls and Dtube. To obtain s as a function of fs, Ls and Dtube, the Eq. (H.5)
is substituted into the Eq. (H.3) and simplied to the ensuing form:
s =
(L  1)(fL  2)
L(f(L+ 1)  2) =
(fsLs   1)(Ls   Dtube)
Ls(fs(Ls + Dtube)  1) : (H.6)
Note that both Eqs. (H.5) and (H.6) are able to reproduce back the numeri-
cal values of u and s used in Eqs. (5.6) and (5.7), which in turn facilitate the
deduction of fs and Ls for Eqs. (H.5) and (H.6). Therefore, the reliability
of both Eqs. (H.5) and (H.6) is justied.
Appendix I
Derivation of Orientational Order
Parameter
According to Ghosh [126], the orientational order parameter hP2(cos')i is
dened by the average of the second Legendre polynomial, and given by
hP2(cos')i =













where ' is dened as the angle between the liquid crystal molecular axis
and the nematic director. For a polymer conned in the channel, the angle
' in the orientational order parameter is the angle between the segment of
the polymer and the axis along the center of the channel [6, 67].
To derive the orientational order parameter for strong connement (Dtube 
Lp), the small-angle approximation is applied, as a result, hP2(cos')i is sim-




















According to Odijk [33], the deection length scales as
def  D2=3tubeL1=3p : (I.4)
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Subsequently, Eq. (I.4) is substituted into Eq. (I.3) and h'2i is expressed










where c0 is the prefactor for the equation [34]. By substituting Eq. (I.5)
into Eq. (I.2), the orientational order parameter for the strong connement
is then obtained:






where c0 = 2c and c = 0:1701 [66].
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